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MINERAL RESOURCES OF PARTS OF THE 
DEPARTMENTS OF ANTIOQUIA AND GALDAS, ZONE II, COLOMBIA

by

Robert B. Hall and Tomas Feininger 
U. S. Geological Survey

and
Dario Barrero L., Hector Rico H., and Jair£ Alvarez A. 
Instituto Nacional de Investigaciones Geologico-Mineras

ABSTRACT

The mineral resources of an area of 40,000 sq km, principally in 

the Department of Antioquia, but including small parts of the Departments 

of Caldas, Cordoba, Risaralda, and Tolima,were investigated during the 

period 1964-68. The area is designated Zone II by the Colombian Inventario 

Minero Nacional(IMN). The geology of approximately 45 percent of this 

area, or 18,000 sq km, has been mapped by IMN.

Zone II has been a gold producer for centuries, and still produces 

75 percent of Colombia's gold. Silver is recovered as a byproduct. 

Ferruginous laterites have been investigated as potential sources of iron 

ore but are not commercially exploitable. Nickeliferous laterite on 

serpentinite near Ure in the extreme northwest corner of the Zone is poten 

tially exploitable, although less promising than similar laterites at 

Cerro Matoso, north of the Zone boundary. Known deposits of mercury, 

chromium, manganese, and copper are small and have limited economic 

potential.

Cement- raw materials are important among nonmetallic resources, and 

four companies are engaged in the manufacture of portland cement. The 

eastern half of Zone II contains large carbonate rock reserves, but poor 

accessibility is a handicap to greater development at present. Dolomite 

near Arnalfi is quarried for the glass-making and other industries. Clay



saprolite is abundant and widely used in making brick and tiles in***' 

small backyard kilns. Kaolin of good quality near La Uni6n is used

by the ceramic industry. Subbituminous coal beds of Tertiary age are, \  *   ^' ' ' ' $ k 
an important resource in the western part of the zone and have good

I ' * 'V; < **
potential for greater development. Aggregate materials for cdn*truction

,t - : t ,;
are varied and abundant. Deposits of sodic feldspar, talc, decorative 

stone, and silica are exploited on a small scale. Chrysotile asbestos
'"  - " r   \\.^ . -^t.;.-^

deposits north of Campamento are being developed to supply fiber foe  ' 
vV. __ .

Colombia's thriving asbestos-cement industry, which is presently 

dependent upon imported fiber. Wollastonitie and andalusite are -potential
1 _  "    N - ...,

resources not exploitable now.

INTRODUCTION 

Inventario Minero Nacional

The Inventario Minero Nacional(IMN), o 

was a four-year cooperative project jointly

Republic of Colombia through the Ministry of Mines and Petroleum, and the

Agency for International Development, U. S.

r National Mineral Inventory,
y- _ ,,<

sponsored and financed by the

Department of Statffi The,

work of the IMN was done in cooperation with the U. S. Geological, Survey;

the IMN began in September 1964 and continued until December 1968,' at

which time a successor organization, the Institute Nacional de Investigaciones

Geologico Mineras (Ingeominas), was created by Presidential decree.

Ingeominas incorporates the original BM, tie former Servicio Gepl6gieo 

Nacional, and the Laboratorio Quijnico Nacional. Most of the information 

contained herein was obtained during the IMII project, successively under 

the directorship of the late Dr. Aurelio Lara, and Drs. Dario Suescuij G.,
x i

and Andres Jimeno V.
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The purpose of the IMN was to evaluate the mineral resources 

(excluding petroleum, coal, emeralds, and alluvial gold) of four selected 

zones in Colombia, which total about 70,000 sq km. Each tone was 

assigned one or more geologists from the U.S. Geological Survey(USGS) 

to serve as technical advisors. The greater part of the field work and 

geological mapping was done by Colombian geologists who joined Oil from 

the Servicio Geologico Nacional or from the schools of geology of the

Universidad Nacional in Bogota" and Facultad Nacional de Minas in Medellfn.

Area of this report

Approximately 45 percent of Zone II, or about 18,000 sq km was mapped 

at a scale of 1:100,000 by IMN exclusively. The areas of this mapping are 

shown on figure 1. The areas labelled plates I, II, and III cover about 

16,000 sq km. In addition, parts of subzone II-l including a 15 km-wide 

strip covering 750 sq km adjoining the west edge of quadrangle J-8, and 

a rectangular area of 1,350 sq km northwest of Manizales in the extreme 

southwest corner of the zone were mapped by IMN geologists in 1968, but 

are as yet unpublished. In subzone II-B the greater part of the northern 

half of quadrangle H-9, comprising an area of 1,720 sq km, was mapped 

early in 1969 by Colombian geologists led by Jairo Alvarez A.

Other parts of the zone have been mapped by agencies other than IMN 

or Ingeominas as shown on fig. 1. For example, two quadrangles, 1-8 and 

J-8, each covering 4,800 sq km, have been mapped by Facultad Nacional de 

Minas. Quadrangle 1-8 was published by IMN in 1965, as mapped by 

Dr. Gerardo Botero A. (1963). An irregular strip of territory roughly 

100 km north-south by 12 km east-west, extending from Sopetran on the 

north to La Pintada on the south, was mapped by Or. Emil Grosse (1926).

Figure 1 shows the areas mapped by the abovementioned agencies.



Zone II is the largest of the four IMN mineral-resource zones, 

covering about 40,000 sq km, principally in the Department of Antioquia, 

although small parts are in the Departments of Caldas, Cordoba, Risaralda, 

and Tolima (fig. 1). Owing to its large size and the difficulty of trans 

portation within most of it, the zone was divided arbitrarily into two 

subequal parts. The west part was designated subzone II A and the east 

part subzone II B, hereafter referred to in this report simply as II A 

and II B respectively. Each subzone had its own cadre of field geologists 

and a USGS technical advisor. Lawrence V. Blade was advisor in II A until 

early 1967, when Robert B. Hall took his place. Tomas Feininger served as 

advisor in II B throughout the IMN program. Colombian Zone Chiefs were 

Hernan Vasquez C., Hector Rico H., and Jairo Alvarez A.



Location* of place* on the three It 100,000 geological map*, Plate* 

I, II, and HI, are given by aiaple coordinate*. The maps are *ubdiTided 

into (mall rectangular area* called "planeha*," eaoh 10 km north-Booth 

by 15 km eaat-weet. The plumrhtt are lettered on the map* in row* from 

left to right (vest to eaet) a, b, c, d, and e respectively, and numbered 

from top to bottom (north to eooth) 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. Thus, the plancha in 

which the town of Itoango ia located would be designated a* Plate It a-4; 

the town of Maceo is in Plate II, o-7j San Carlo* ia in Plate m, b»U« 

(Hote that on the HB aide the nuabers run ooneeoutiTelj froa north to 

south on Plate* H and IH, the  outhemaoflt row of planoha* on Plate II 

being row 8, followed by the northernmost row of planoha* on Plate HI 

numbered 9, and continuing south to row 16 at the bottom of the map)*

Plate* It II, and in, together corer about 45 percent of the 

total area of Zone II, bat this report deals with mineral resources in 

the entire *one« Places not located on the abore plate* are designated, for example 

a* *6 km south of La Geja.* Figure 2 is a resources map showing the 

locations of the most important mines, quarries, and proapecta in the 

whole lone, and the municipalitiea referred to in the text of the report 

are indicated on that map.



BxDloration br D4N

The principal effort was pot into regional geologic napping 

because a knowledge of the geology of a country is an essential first 

step toward a realization of its resource potential* Concomitant with 

the regional mapping, 110 carried oat special exploration projects to

explore known deposits or prospects about 

The most important of these are listed on 

under individual commodity headings*

which few data vere available* 

table 1* Results are discussed

Considering the rugged terrain and deep cover of soil and 

colluTium, it is possible that some mineral deposits vere overlooked

during the mapping program* For example, 

remain undiscovered because they are too

some virgin gold veins may 

poor in sulfides to form gossans

which might have attracted the field geologist's eye. Wholly concealed

or "blind11 deposits may be found in these

physical or geochemical exploration techniques. These techniques are 

more likely to be successful if good geologic maps are available, such as 

those made by IMS.

areas in the future by geo-



TABLE 1

SPECIAL rm EXPLORATION PROJECTS IN ZONB II. 196A - 1967

Project Title
and

Location

Metal
or 

Mineral
of work performed

Buritici

8 km MB of 
Buritica1

Cu.,Pb,Zn 

la, Ag

Large-scale topographic and 

geologic napping, diamond-drilling, 

sampling, assays, appraisal of 

potential. ______________

July 1964 - Oct. 

1966, intermittent

MOTTO Pel<5n
laterite 

(Plate I, e-6)
Fe, Ni Test pitting, sampling, assays. Dec. 196V Feb. 

1965

Maoeo

(Plate II, c-7)
Wollastonite Large-scale topographic and

geologic napping,diamond-drilling, 
sampling, reserve calculation.

lug. -Oct. 1966

Yarumal 

(Plate I, d-6)
Talc Large-scale topographic and

geologic mapping, diamond-drilling, Feb. 1966 -
sampling, analyses, reserve calcu- Nov. 1967,
lation, market study, appraisal of
large-scale development potential. intermittent

Amalfi 

(Plate II, a-3)
Dolomite Large-scale topographic and 

geologic mapping, sampling, analyses, 

reserve calculation.

lone 1966

Llanos deCuiva1 
(Plate I, 0-8)

Bauxite Test-pitting, auger drilling, 

sampling, assays*
June - July 1966

Ur4 laterite 

2 km W of Ore*
Ni, Fe

Large-scale topographic and 

geologic mapping,test-pitting, 

sampling, analyses, reserve 

calculation^

Oct. 1966 - Dec.

1967,

intermittent.



Zona II resources

Almost every known mineral oeourronea of potantial aeonoaie 

importance, however alight, inaida the boundaries of tha sona is mentioned

in tha saotions following. Figora 2 shows tha location of most of tha

known mines, quarries, and prospaots with tha exception that only gold

nines now aotire and soaa of tha principal

shown. It is impractical to attempt to show on fig, 2 tha locations of

tha several hundred abandons^ small gold mines and^ prospects known in Zone II,

gold ainas are

lha mining industry in Zona H (Antioquia) was founded on tha 

exploitation of gold, and a romantic aura continues to linger about this 

tradition. Bran today, most parsons think of mining in Antioquia as 

synonymous with gold mining. This is a des aired association, for Antioquia 

has been tha main source of gold in Colombia, and is a major gold prorinca 

that has produced roughly one percent of all tha gold recovered in tha 

world since tha beginning of man's history,! It present, however, mining 

in Zona II moat be viewed more realistically and lass romantically. Exclu 

ding two larga gold mines, Pato Consolidated Gold Dredging Ltd, and

Prontino Qold Mines Ltd,, both in tha north las tern part of tha sona, tha

production of gold and byproduct silver has a rains only a small fraction

of that of concurrently produced nonmataHio minerals and mineral 

derivatives.



GENERAL GEOLOGY
!

Precambrian rocks

Isolated patches of metasedimentary rocks of presumed Precambrian 

age are found near the eastern margin of the zone (Plate II). These 

are chiefly feldspar-quartz gneisses with sporadic lenses of amphibolite 

and calc-silicate marble. No mineral resources of economic interest are 

known to be associated with these rocks.

Paleozoic rocks

Gray to black shale, siliceous siltstone, arkosic metasandstone, 

and sparse intercalated limestone cover an area of 45 sq km (Plate III, 

e-9). These lightly metamorphosed sediments are assigned to the Ordovician 

on the basis of fossil graptolites.

A complex suite of metasedlments of undifferentiated Paleozoic 

age (Devonian? to Permian?) covers large areas of the zone, especially 

around the periphery of the Antioquian batholith, which discordantly 

intrudes them. Feldspathic and aluminous gneisses, quartzites, and 

quartzose gneisses, amphibolites, and politic schists are dominant litho- 

logic types. Marble and associated calcareous rocks are prominent members 

of the Paleozoic metasedimentary suite in II B, but sparse in II A. The 

schists and gneisses are collectively designated as the "Valdivia Group" 

on the II A side, and on the II B side are referred to simply as metamorphic 

rocks of the Central Cordillera.



Epigenetic auriferous quartz veins are common in Valdivia Group 

and equivalent graphitic quartz-sericite schists. Regional and contact 

metamorphism of aluminous pelitic schists formed andalusite porphyroblasts,

a potential although presently unexploitable resource. Greenschist is
i

quarried as a decorative building stone near the town of Valdivia (Plate 

I, c-4), from which the Valdivia Group take* its name.

Syn tec tonic plutons of late Paleozoic ('Permian?) age intrude the 

Valdivia Group and correlative metasediment si, and some gold deposits 

are believed to have originated from these plutons.

Mesozoic rocks 

Pre-Cretaceous(?) 

Metabasalts and intrusive metagabbros and serpentinites, collectively

assigned an undifferentiated Mesozoic (Late 

in II A, but equivalent rocks of the alpine

the II B side. The serpentinites are of special economic interest because 

some of them contain deposits of talc, chrysotile asbestos, and chromite, 

and deep weathering has formed nickeliferouf and ferruginous laterities 

on others.

A diorite pluton of Jurassic age (1601

K-Ar age determination; R. Marvin, USGS, written commun., 1968) covers

about 600 sq km in eastern II B. Gold veine

Jurassic? J age, are prominent 

ophiolite suite are sparse on

7 m.y. based on one hornblende

in this unit are exploited by

Frontino Gold Mines Ltd. (Plate II, a-4).

Local poorly exposed outcrops of highly fractured felsic volcanic rocks 

occur as inclusions in the Jurassic diorite near Puerto Berrio (Plate II, e-7)

Clastic marine sediments of the San Pablo Formation associated with 

spilitic metabasalts are assigned to the undifferentiated Mesozoic (the south

east corner of Plate I (Planchas e-5, 6, 7, and 8)).

10



Cretaceous

, Cretaceous sedimentary and Toleanio rocks are prominent in 

some area*. Black carbonaceous shale, locally fossiliferous, is the 

dominant lithologio type in the Cretaceous of HBj interbedded grayvaoka, 

siltstone, sandstone, and oonglomerate are interbedded with shale in HA, 

(la Soledad formation, Plate I, e-5 and 6), and are locally prominent in 

IIB also* Minor limestone and marl, and andesitio or daoitie metatuff 

beds, are intercalated locally with shales* The Gretaeeons sedimentary rocks 

of relatively minor economic significance* White quarts-pebble conglome 

rate beds near Amalfi (Plate II, a-3) are a potential scarce of gaaister 

for silica brick, and bloatable black shale nearby constitutes a potential 

source of lightweight aggregate*

Metabasalt and mafic pyroclaatio rocks of predominantly tholeiitio 

composition form a prominent north-trending belt near the western boundary 

of the lone. This belt is assigned to the Cretaceous on the basis of 

foraminifera identified in intercalated lenses of radiolarian chert 

(Botero JL, oral and written oommuns., 1963). Manganiferous lenses occur 

near Santa Barbara, 50 km by road sooth of Medellfn, associated with cherts 

intercalated in metabasalt of presumed Cretaceous age* Minor showings of 

copper minerals occur in metabasalt near Anserma, Department of Caldas, 

ia the southwest corner of the sone. Mo other minerals of economic signi 

ficance have been recognized in the Cretaceous me tab*salt suite.

11



The Antioquian batholith covert eome 8,000 0q km and 10 assigned

a Late Cretaceous age on the ba010 of K-Ar analyses on blotite (Bolero

1963, p. 31). It 10 dominantly toaalite composed of plagioelaae 

quartz, biotite, and hornblende. The batiolith 10 of considerable economic 

significance because it 10 the host for 00% auriferous quarti veins, and 

the source of hydro-thermal aineraliiing solutions that foned gold-quarti 

veins in schists of the Valdivia Group whi<ih were intruded by the batholith. 

Weathering of the batholith has produced ssprolite clay, widely used to 

aake brick and tile* Kaolin!te for high-quality ceramic products is 

taken from a cupola of the batholith at La Union. Quarts veins formed 

by hydrothemal solutions residual from the freezing of the batholith are 

a source of industrial silica, and pegmatits from the same magma 10 exploited 

for ceramic feldspar south of La Oeja* Thermal metamorphlam of quartaose 

caloite marble along the batholith oontaot aear Maoeo (Plate II, o-7) 

formed deposits of wollastonite, a calcium silicate of potential eoonomic 

importance.

Other silicic plutons similar in 

slightly older than the batholith hare been 

importance both spatially and as a source o

composition but presumably 

mapped, but are of lesser 

economic minerals*

12



Tertiary

An irregular bat continuous bolt of Tertiary nonmarine clastic 

sediments occurs along the eastern boundary of the tone, parallel to the 

R£O tfegdalena* Tertiary sedimentary and rolcanio rooks are prominent 

in the southwest part of the sone from Sopetran southward to Anserma, 

especially on the wast side of the H£O Cauea* Subbituminouj ooal beds 

are an important resource in HI, presently exploited near image! and Rlosucio

Isolated patches of alluvium perched veil abore the present 

base level of erosion, and presumed to be of late Tertiary (Pliocene?) 

age, hare been hydraulicked for placer gold, especially near Aaalfi 

(Plate II, a-3).

Tertiary diorite and andeslte porphyry plutons intrude Cretaceous 

and older Tertiary rocks in the southwest corner of the zone. One of 

these at Marmato, Department of Oaldas, is host for auriferous quarts 

veins, and the source of hydrothermal solutions that formed similar veins 

in roof-pendants of Paleosoie schist, Minor base-metal sulfides are 

associated with the precious metals*

At Aransasu and Agoadaa, also in the Department of Caldas, 

native meroury and cinnabar occur in fissures in Paleosoic graphitic 

quarts-mica schist host. The meroury minerals are believed to have been 

deposited by hydrothermal solutions emanating from nearby Tertiary andesite 

intrusions*

13



Quaternary alluvium occara in virtually all stream valleys bat

only the most prominent deposits have been mapped. In moat oaaea it ia

difficult to distinguish between Pleistocene and Holocene material; the 

degree of compaction or cementation is an unreliable age criterion. Most 

alluvium is poorly consolidated or uncoaaolidated and nearly all of it is 

gold-bearing, although ainaMe placer deposits are very limited. Pato

Consolidated Gold Dredging Ltd., union may be the largest gold dredging

operation active in the world today, exploits Quaternary alluvium in the 

valley of the R£O Veoh£ near SI Bagre in toe extreme northeast corner of 

the son*. Probably 55 percent of all gold! produced in Zone II is taken 

from placers. Alluvium near population winters ia an important source 

of sand and gravel for construction*
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Structural geology

Zone II is part of a complex synclinorium intruded concordantly 

by syntectonic catazonal or mesazonal tonalite plutons, and later 

discordantly by the epizonal post-tectonic Antioquian batholith. They 

synclinorium originated during the Paleozoic concomittant with the 

accumulation of clastic and mafic pyroclastic sediments, the Valdivia 

Group, in a great north-trending eugeosynclinal trough. Extensive 

calcareous beds were deposited in II B but not in II A. This great 

prism of geosynclinal sediments, possibly as much as 13 km in total 

thickness, was intensely folded and metamorphosed to the greenschist 

facias, locally to the amphibolite facies, possibly during Late Permian 

or Early Triassic time, by regional tectonic forces acting normal to 

the axis of the trough. Syntectonic tonalite intrusions are believed 

to have been eraplaced at this time also. This tectogenesis was followed 

in the Mesozoic by outpourings of basaltic lava, intrusion of gabbro and 

serpentinite along faults and fractures, and deposition of marine clastic 

sediments or flysch. A second tectogenesis near the end of the Cretaceous 

was culminated by intrusion of the post-tectonic Antioquian batholith.
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Daring the Tertiary, land lifted abore sea level was eroded exten 

sively, resulting in the deposition in adjoining basins of aolasse sediments, 

both terrestrial and littoral marine, accompanied by beds of roleanio eject* 

and the foraation of coal seaos. These younger sediaents were tilted

from their original horizontal attitude by Late Tertiary orogenio forces,
i 

but were not appreciably metamorphosed. Pliocene to Holocene epeirogenio

uplift and the aoooapanying erosion hare iioulptured the land into its 

present fora*

Major wrench faults, such as tho Roaeral in IIA and the Otd 

and Palestina in HB, are aaong the aost ntriking geologic struotnres

recognised in Zone II, but their relation to the teetogenio forces that

caused folding and aetaaorphisa is not clear. Soae of these wrench faults 

are traceable along strike for several hundreds of kilometers, and have 

lateral displacements measurable in tens of kilometers, although only the 

Palestina fault with a measured right-lateral displaocaent of 28 ka is 

well documented (Feininger, 1970). ~ Movements on these faults have

transported segment* of the earth's crust

Some movements apparently ooaasnoed in tho Meeoaoic, and may have continued 

intermittently through the Tertiary} howirver, none of the Zone II faults 

are known to be currently active. Ho mineral deposits of eoonoaio importance

are known to be directly related to these

for considerable distances*

large wrench faults*



Gold and Silver 

Historical background

Gold and silver deposits vere not especially studied by 1MB and 

most of our information comes from the literature or from personal 

commnl cation with mine operators* Ihe *AT*IT*E of gold and silver has been 

traditional in this region for the past 1*00 years, and although its relative 

importance to both the local and the national economies has declined sharply 

in modern tinea, it still makes a significant contribution. Gold and by 

product silver continue to be paranount among metallic resources in Zone H*

The aborigines were extracting gold from veins and alluvium before arrival of
«

the Conquistadores, although they probably worked only lodes with visible 

free gold and the placers that contained nuggets and coar*se gold. 2be desire 

to find the great quantities of gold and silver that vere supposed to exist 

in the Hew Varld urns one of the principal driving forces behind the 

expeditions and conquests of the Spaniards, beginning at the close of the l£th 

century and continuing for 300 years* Although historical accounts of the 

fabulous riches taken from individual mines or mining districts probably are 

exaggerated, there can be little doubt that the value of the gold and silver 

produced in Colombia from the time of the Conquests up to the present amounts 

to veil over a billion US dollars reckoned at US $3$ per troy ounce for gold 

and US |t per troy ounce for silver* Most of this came from intioquia. There 

are few gold mines or mining districts known today in Zone H that were not 

known to the old Antioquenbs several hundred years ago, Vicente Restrepo*s 

famous memoir, "Sstudio sobre las adnas de oro y plata de Colombia" (1937)
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includes growing descriptions, extracted mostly from colonial reports and 

chronicles, of the numerous "rich11 mines in this region. Undoubtedly there 

Here some true bonanzas equal to these extravagant descriptions, but the 

average gold tenor of most of the veins worked in those times probably was 

not notably higher than the tenor of ore samples taken more recently at 

these same mines, which cannot be worked economically today*

The 19th century saw changes and improvements in mining techniques* 

Notable among these was the stamp-mill, the first primitive model of which 

was brought into Antioquia in 1828 by an Englishman, fyrell Moore (Restrepo, 

1937, p« 52). This relatively simple machine, which reached its zenith in

the gold mines of California U.S.A* after the Gold Rush, gradually came to

replace the hand-crushing and primitive "arrastres" that had been used in 

Colombia for centuries* Since the early 20th century the stamp-mill has

become obsolete in other parts of the world, but it is still in coranon use in

Antioquia where it is called "molim califoraiano", (California mUl), and a 

homemade adaptation of it called "nolino antioqueno" (Antioquian mill)*

The cyanixUtion process developed 

(Forces and Smart, 1921, p* 6), eventually 

mines in Colombia, and resulted in recovery 

gold and silver that previously had been lost

in the years after 1891

to be adopted at some of the 

a considerable part of the 

in tailing.

cane

of
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Placer mining techniques also were improved over the primitive 

hand p«n**»g and sluicing that had been in use without change since ancient 

times* In 1883, the first mining dredge in Colombia was constructed on 

the R£O Nech£ by a French company. This venture failed eventually, but 

it was the fore-runner of a fleet of highly successful dredges that have 

been operating in Colombia since 1913, financed mostly by English, American, 

and Canadian capital* Later, hydraulic mining was introduced with the 

socalled "giants11 or "monitors* which shoot powerful jets of water against 

banks of alluvium, washing it into a riffled channel; sand and gravel 

pass over the riffles while denser mineral particles, including gold, are 

caught between them. This method is adaptable to alluvial deposits too 

small or in terrane too broken to accommodate a dredge and is still used 

in some places in Antioqnia.
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Gold oining in Zone II persisted through the latter half of the 

19th oentury and into the 20th, bat its relative importance to the national

eeonooy gradually declined. Labor-saving technique* with relatively high

productive capacity like those mentioned above were installed at a few 

nines, mostly by foreign-financed enterprises, bat the majority continued 

to be individually small, operated in a comparatively primitive manner. 

When the price of gold was raised in 1934 from US |20«67 per troy ounce 

to 135*00, a nev epidemic of gold fever swept intioquia, accompanied by

a great flurry of activity and speculation

of small syndicates and individual investors, the great majority of whoa 

had little training and experience in geology or mining engineering. Old

prospects that had been abandoned for many

cessions applied forp more often than not over uneconomic veinlets or

barren quarts veins. Stamp-mills, mostly

commonly erected at sites prior to any evaluation of the siae of the ore- 

body or its tenor, and in some oases, prior to even confirming the existence 

of ore. Most of these prospects and "minis11 were closed^ by 1940 and have 

not been worked since.

with the participation of hundredi

years were reopened and new oon-

 molinos antioquenos" were
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It i« popularly supposed that gold mining in Antloquia (and 

elsewhere) has declined because the deposits are exhausted. Certainly 

the richer and more easily worked deposits have been depleted. On the 

other hand, there can be no doubt that there is at least as much gold 

left in the ground as has been remored previously, and it is not being 

exploited because its present market value is not equal to the cost of 

extraction. This condition would be changed dramatically if the world 

wide price of gold were to be substantially increased.
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Relation of silver to gold

There are no true silver nines in the gone, that is, nines in 

which silver is the main or most valuable product; instead, silver is a 

byproduct of gold mining. These two netals coexist as natural alloys such 

as electron or are occluded in sulf ides, The ores of Zone II contain 

higher values in gold than in silver because of the much higher price for 

gold, although the actual weight of silver contained in a given ore may

be greater than that of gold* Furthermore, an assay of raw ore will usually
t

show a higher proportion of silver than the crude bullion produced froa 

that ore. This seeming paradox is explained by the fact that a higher 

proportion of silver than of gold is occluded in sulf ides and lost in

tailing. But it is rarely practical or economical to recover basemetal ~-» *- A

sulf ides at the scale of operations and with the methods used at the 

small mines being worked in the tone today (Frontino Gold Mines Ltd. 

is an exception)* Cyanidation of stamp-mill tailing does reduce silver 

losses* No statistics are available, but the total loss in  fcat'Hn Of

silver in sulf ides, especially galena, froa the Conquests to the

beginning of the present century, must 

in tens of millions of dollars*

have been very great, measurable
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Placer gold usually baa a higher gold-to-ellver ratio than the 

erode bullion produced at the lode mines. Some of the eilver alloyed 

with free gold in veins la leached oat and lorb during weathering, erosion, 

transportation, and final deposition in alluvium, because of the relatively 

higher solubility of silver in natural waters, the relatively small 

percentage of silver alloyed with recovered placer gold is not subject 

to the sans degree of loss as silver contained in the ores at small lode 

mines, because only native oetal is taken at the placer mines, whereas 

the crude eyanidation of stamp mill tailing does not effectively recover 

silver occluded in sulf ides, especially in galena.

Lode mines

Ho attempt is made here to include all the mines in Zone H. 

Those discussed include active and abandoned mines that are believed to 

be representative. Figure 2 shows the location of the active lode mines 

known to Dff, and some of the more important %kfl»Yfofw1 mines. Placer 

deposits also are shown. It is impractical to show all of the several 

hundred known small mines and prospects on fig. 2, but these are recorded 

in the archives of the Ministry of Mines and Petroleum in Bogota! and at 

the Servioio Minero in Medellin.
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Prontino Gold Mines Ltd, This is by far the most important lode

gold operation In Colombia. It is

(Plate H, d-1), 220 km by road northeast

located at the town of Segovia 

of Hedellin. Total payroll

comprises 800 men of which 350 work underjponnd. Administrative and 

technical staff includes about 40 persons*. The company, now a subsidiary 

of International Mining Corporation of Heir York City, Inherits its name

from Compan£a de Frontino y Bolivia, an English company organized ini
1852 (Hestrepo, 1937, p. 58)   Two unconnected underground workings are 

developed, SI Sllenclo at the western outskirts of Segovia, and Cogote, 

2,5 km east of 31 Silencio. Only the SI Mlenoio, by far the larger of 

the two, is discuflffed here. The vein strikes N,20o B., dips 30° E., and

has a known down-dip extension of £,300 m 

The north end of the vein consists of two

and strike extension of 2,000 m, 

branches which converge to form

a single vein south of the main inclined shaft. Vein widths range from 

a few centimeters to 3 meters, bat the average width is slightly less 

than half a meter. The host rook is a medium-grained quarts diorite, oat 

by Intermediate (dacite?) porphyry dikes roughly a meter thick which lie 

along the footwall and less commonly along the hanging wall of the vein. 

The dikes are pre-ore, and it seems probable that they were controlled 

by major fractures or faults, which, together with the dikes, also controlled 

the course of hydro thermal mineralizing solutions that later formed the 

veins. Fissure filling rather than replacement appears to have been the 

dominant mineralizing process, and alteration of walls is negligible. 

Qangue Is massive milky quartz and minor calcite. Vugs of clear quartz 

crystals occur locally. Ore mineral*, In itddition to very fine grained 

free gold, include pyrite, sphalerite, pyrrhotlte, galena, and very sparse 

soheellte and ohalcopyrlte.



The mine haa been exploited for more then a century, bat reserves 

are believed adequate to support operations for several years to cone. 

Access from the surface is by a three-compartment inclined shaft that follows 

the dip for several hundred meters; it passes into the quarts diorite hanging 

vail where the dip steepens. Elevation at the portal is about 610   

(nine datum 724.2 m) and the bottom is about 134 » below sea level* Levels 

have been developed at 30-m intervals measured down the dip, equal to 15   

true vertical intervals, Stopes are excavated overhand from one level to 

the next level above, enough pillars being left to insure ground support. 

The mine has 39 working levels, and the aggregate length of underground 

galleries is measurable in teas of kilometers. Approximately 1,800 m of 

new drift and 1,400 m of raise were driven in 1967. Some dilation with 

wall rook is inevitable, owing to the thinness of the vein, and hanoVeorting 

is practiced underground. Waste is used to fill old stopes. Ore is hoisted 

to the surface via the inclined shaft, in 2-ton capacity oars. The mine 

is comparatively dry, but 3,700 liters per minute of electric-driven centri 

fugal pump capacity is available when needed. Ground support has not been 

a serious problem, although occasional small rockbursts have been reported. 

Trontino is one of the few mines in Colombia that regularly uses diamond 

drilling as an exploration tool to keep ore reserves ahead of consumption. 

About 17 holes, mostly underground, aggregating 427 m, were drilled in 

1967.
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A single mill, the "Maria Dana*, adjacent to £1 Sileneio nine is 

fed by ore froa both El Sileneio and Gogote, by Dar the greater part eoaing 

froa 51 Silancio. Total ore ailled in 1967 uas 164,000 metric tons oat of 

179,000 tons mined. Average tenor of ore Wing Billed in 1968 froa both EL

Sileneio and Cogote is as follows (M. A. Burke, written ooaann., 1968) s

i 
An 13*27 g per aetric ton

Ag 24.63 g per metric ton

Fb ,50 percent

Zn «&0 percent

Pyrite S.60 percent

Ore is treated at a rate of 550 itrio tons per day in a modern

oyanldation plant with auxiliary differential flotation circuits which remove 

sulfides for separate treatment. Until a J'ew years ago, all solfides were

cyaaided, then discarded in tailing. Now, 

about 500 tons per year each of galena and

Co. saelter at Selby, California (galena),

process saelter in Japan (sphalerite). The rains of the lead and sine helps 

to defray extraction and shipping costs, bet it is the added recorery of the 

contained gold and silver that aakss this differential flotation step aore 

economical than the prerioos system of siaple cyaoidation of a bulk sulfide 

concentrate*

however, separate concentrates, 

of sphalerite, are extracted and

and to an Imperial melting
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Most of the gold and silver in the ore is recovered from the 

cyanidation of pyrite and of sand WH^ fron Wilfley tables. Sludge* from 

the IforrilL-Grove precipitation unit are melted down to a bullion of about 

500 fineness (that is 50 percent each of gold and of silver) which isaiippcd 

by air to Medellfn for parting of the gold and silver and sale of refined 

gold to the Banco de la Bepdbliea*

Production for 1967 is shown below (in grams) s

Gold 2,193,287 

Silver in crude bullion 2,330,200

Silver in galena
concentrate 2,532,513

Total 4,862,713 2,193,287

ag de Mnntut? anft private min^ir it Btfhiyctfa* These 

mines are famous in Colombia's history, and hare been worked almost conti 

nuously since the middle of the 16th century (Bestrepo, 1937, p. 87), and su 

pposedly vere worked by aborigines before arrival of the Conquistadores* 

The greater part of the productive area is held by a gorernment agency called 

Mlnas Haoionales de Marmato under the direct administration of the Ministry 

of Mines and Petroleum* The northern end of the area, designated as the 

Echandfa workings, is under concession to private interests in Msdell&u 

Marmato and Sehaadla are discussed together because they constitute a geologic 

entity. Among lode gold mines in Zone II, operations at Marmato are a 

distant second in importance after Frontino Gold mines Ltd*
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The mines are located in Quad:

by IMS, immediately north of the town of

ngle J-8 outside of the area napped

Haraato, in nagged terrane vest of

the ftfo Cauoa, at an altitude of about 1,400 m. The Echandla reins are 500 

m north of the Marmato mines. Access is via 1$ ka of narrow road east- 

northeasterly frea the annioipality of Supfa, Departaent of Caldaa, and 150 

ka by highway south of Msdsllim

At least 10 subparallel aain reins striking predominantly east 

vith Tertieal or steep south dips hare bi*n exploited in the Maraato district* 

There are numerous saaller subparallel r« inlets and branches.

The host rook at the Marmato mines is a Miocene (?) medium-grained 

gray diorite porphyry stock about 6 ka north-south by 3 km east-vest intruded 

in graphitic quarts-sericito schist correlatire with the Paleosoic Valdiria 

Group, tf.G. Petser (1939) made a detailed study of the haraato operations 

on behalf of the Colombian goremaant before the Seoond Vorld tfarj he 

describes the Maraato host rock as a bluish-gray diorite or quarts diorite 

porphyry composed of plagioclase, hornblende, and sparse biotite, with or 

without accessory quarts. He suggested that at least part of the quarts 

might be secondary, related to rein formation (Petser, 1939, p« 7,241). The 

reins consist chiefly of quarts vith local sparse calcitej pyrite is by far 

the dominant sulfide, accompanied by aanatite (so named in 1829 by the 

French scientist, Jean Boussingault, after the district of Maraato (Dana, 

1392, p. 59$, and rery sparse alan*, arseaopyrite, pyrrhotite, and chalcopyrite.
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Vein* that do not contain sulfidss generally hare a very low gold and silver 

tenor. Width* of the reins range between a few centimeters and several 

meters; the average is estimated at olose to half a aster. The rein* are

beliered to hare been f oraed by hydro thermal Metalliferous eolations, 

residual from crystallisation of the diorite porphyry, that entered tension 

fractures near the top of the freshly frosen porphyry and in the schist roof 

pendant at Sohandia. Tenor is variable; recovery averages about & g of gold 

per sjetrie ton, and slightly less than 3 g of silver, according to the nine 

manager (J, Mtrques, oral common, 1968). True tenor is higher, especially 

of silver, since metallurgical losses are high in the primitive mills. Silver 

tenor is appreciably higher than gold at Bohandfa, which was described as a 

silver mine in the early 19th century (Hsstrepo, 1937, p. 89,95). The host 

rook of the Sohandia veins is a 400 m-long roof pendant of quarts-serieite 

schist. The distinctly higher silver to gold ratio of these veins suggests 

that the schist wall rook at Bofaandfa reacted with ascending hydrothermal 

mineralising fluids to precipitate silver more readily than did the diorite . 

wall rook of the Marmato veins. The tenor of Marmato ore in 1939 asy be 

calculated indirectly from data given by Fetser, (1939) although, unfortuna 

tely, he does not give an average tenor for mill heads* He mentions loss of 

precious metals as averaging 5.06 pesos psr metric ton of ore milled (1939, 

p. 7,253), and, with the Colombian peso on Isl par with the US dollar at that 

time, and assuming 65 percent metallurgical recovery, the tenor of mill heads 

expressed in equivalent gold content may be calculated at 15 g per metric too, 

This suggests that the tenor in 1939 was not much different than that reported 

in 1968, because equivalent gold tenor of 1968 ore, assuming metallurgical 

recovery of 60 percent, may be calculated at U g per aetric ton.
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The mode of exploitation differs little from that used over the

past 400 years* the hillside above Marmato is riddled with hundreds of edits

ranging from a few asters to hundreds of aetlers long, and numerous branches 

and stopes. At present, about 40 adits ("socavoaes11) are being worked one 

shift per day by 100 miners, some of whoa are boys. These workers are not 

employees of the company bnt renters or leasers ("tributers*) who work under 

ground fsr a share of the free-all ling gold recovered from the ore that they 

carry to the company's mills. Blasthole drilling is by hand. Broken ore 

is trammed to the surface in small wooden mine oars on wooden rails, in 

wheelbarrows, or carried in sacks on the backs of the miners* Transport 

from the mine portal to the stamp-mill may bt via a small aerial oableway or 

by mole. Daily production of hand-sorted orb rarely exceeds 2.5 tons per 

"soeavon", and commonly is less than one ton* The miners receive 6$ percent 

of the free-mining gold recovered in the company's mill (J. Marques, oral 

common., 1963). The miner's compensation depends upon the grade 

of ore that fee can produce, and he probably does not earn more than 15 pesos 

(about US 10.90) per day.
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The njin»g is almost aa primitive aa tha mining, Tha company 

operates three snail stamp-mills; two of these hare tuo batteries of fire 

350-lb stamps each, the third has ona 5-ttaap battery of 500-lb stamps. 

Total tonnage Killed is about 25 or 30 tons during a nonml 24-hour operating 

day* Lump ore is reduced to sand-sized partiolaa in tha stamp mills. 

Amalgamation is not practiced because of tha high ooat of mercury. Sand 

from tha stamps ia passed orer Wifley-type shaking tables which make a balk 

gravity concentrate composed roughly of 65 percent total sulf idea of which 

at least 95 percent ia pyrite, a few percent of marnatite, and sparse amounts 

of galena, arseuopyrite, pyrrhotite, and chaloopyrite. Twenty tons of faad 

yield 1 ton of table concentrate. Tailing from the table is discarded and 

some precious metal loss occurs at this stage, but tha amount ia unknown 

because there ia no assay control. Tha pjrite concentrate ia hand-moiled 

in wooden launder troughs through which a gentle stream of water ia passed. 

After some minutes of mul ling, tha crude concentrate of heavier partiolaa 

including gold is panned to recover tha free gold. Approximately 60 percent 

of all tha gold recovered is taken in this way. It ia of interest to note 

that this same hand concentration method was described by Jean Bouaaingault 

in 1826 (Restrepo, 1937, p. 246-247), and probably had been in use long 

before.
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The pgrrite <fen* 1 **g i0 ahottled into mall eonorete rata through 

which ia percolated 0«2 percent aolution of sodium cyanide for periods of aa 

Bach aa 20 days, the dissolved gold and silver being precipitated in coffins 

shaped wooden boxes filled with sine shaviage. Once or twice a month the

zinc-box sludges are Belted to erode bnllioi

bullion ia ahipped to Mtdellfa for parting of silver froa the gold. About 

40 percent of the recovered gold ia taken bgr batch cyanidation. All mills 

run three 8-hour shifts per day, employing a total of 65 workers of whoa 

about one quarter are women. The Sohandla operation ia identical to that

of Minaa laoionalea de Haraato, bat smaller

ataop nill.

Production from the Maraato diatrict for 1967 was reported by the 

Aaociaei6*n Coloabiana de Mineroa aa follova

in a graphite crucible. The

in scale, with one 8-ton-per-day

An 71,312 

Ag 60,823

About 80 percent of the above came 

the reat from the private Eohandla workings.

from Minaa Nacionalea da Marmato,
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Present operations are marginal at best, and it is said that 

operating deficits are covered by government subsidy. Reserves are unknown 

because neither exploration nor planning of extraction ahead of actual 

stoping are practiced under the tributer lining system* Operations are 

strictly day-to-day, hand-to-south. Maratto will merer be of much importance 

unless the entire system of exploitation can be modernised and pat on a 

muoh larger scale. Before this could be done, it would be essential to 

make a very thorough investigation of remaining ore reserves to determine 

what capital investment is Justified. Not only the veins but the enclosing 

wall rooks should be considered, with the possibility of mining the whole 

mountainside in an open-pit operation, analogous to the methods employed at 

porphyry oopper deposits* Vokittel (I960, p. 88) suggested this idea, and 

the present authors agree that it deserves consideration. However, this 

type of operation requires a very large investment and cannot be undertaken 

without making a thorough study beforehand* Such a study can be made best 

by a large private mining company with long experience, a technically compe 

tent staff, all facilities, and, most critical of all, risk capital. Muoh 

money would have to be spent before anyone would know whether or not Harmato 

has the potential to become transformed into a profitable large-scale mine* 

A rise in the price of gold would probably be necessary to stimulate this 

kind of investigation.
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This ranks thiid in importance in Zone II after 

Maraato, but is only a short step ahead of ol&ar snail lode sines operating 

in the zone* The mine and staop mill are located near the east edge of plan- 

cha e-7, Plate I, on the vest bank of the £io Force alongside the road 20 Ism 

south of Anorf. An estimated 65 men work at La Bramadora, 50 in the nines, 

15 at the mill. The concession is held by a syndicate of Medellfn business 

men. A series of subparallel north-striking nearly vertical quart* Teins

and stoektforks in fractures and along faults occur concordant to foliation

in graphitic thin-bedded quartsose aetasiltstones of the Valdivia Group. At 

least six Teins or rein stoekaorks are exploited, ranging from a few ceati- 

meters to 1,5 m, averaging roughly half a meter* Fine-"grained pyrite,

accompanied by sparse sphalerite, pyrrhotite, arsenopyrite, galena and chal-
i

copyrite, occurs disseminate** in a milky quarts gangne« Reliable assay 

data are lacking, but average gold and silver tenor of hand sorted ore is 

probably less than 15 grams per ton each, and copper, lead, and sine less 

than 1 percent each* The Teins are considered to hare been deposited from 

hydro-thermal fluids residual from crystallisation of the nearby Antioquian 

batholith.
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The mine comprises a dosen or aore horizontal adits driven by 

hand into the hillside. Ore is hand sorted underground and at the adit 

portal, and is transported to the stamp aill by wheelbarrows or in burlap 

bags carried on the miner1 * backa. Ratio of ore to waste is estiaated at 

roughly 1 to !  The miners are leaaors or tribatera who hare been giren 

permission to exploit the reins in exchange for a share of the gold recovered, 

similar to the system employed at Marmato. Each gallery is the private 

domain of a aaall team of miners whose inooae is dependent upon the tonnage 

and grade of ore they produce. Ihe ore-treatment plant includes one 5-ataap 

battery of 500-Ib stamps, a small ball mill, two WilflejMjype vibrating tables 

and several concrete-lined vats for batoh cyanide leaching. Capacity is 

about 15 tons per 24-hr day, but this is rarely achieved. Ihe Wilfley tables 

collect 10 tons per month of mixed sulfide concentrate, chiefly pyrite, which 

ia exported to the Aaarioan Saolting and a«**»*«g Co. at Selby, California* 

Ihe base metalc probably pay little aore than transport costs, but the 

additional gold and silver laoovered at the smelter Justifies the recovery 

and ahipavnt of the sulf ide concentrates.
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Berlin nine- Ho discussion of lodo gold nines in Zone II would be 

complete without mention of the old Berlin nine, 25 lot airline northwest 

of Tarunal, in planoha b-5, Plate I* The mine formerly was aeoessible by 

54- k* of tractor road constructed by the ccapany at a cost of US $100,000 

from the TarumaL-Valdivia highway, bat this has long since become impassable 

to vehicles* Ihe site can be reached today duly by mnletrail* Ihe original

mine was abandoned in 1946 when ore resexres were a mri? n(\

Unlike most of the gold deposits in the sone which hare been well 

known since the early 19th century, or eren before, the Berlin deposit was 

not discovered until 1929 (Singewald, 1950, ]>  131)* During its relatively 

brief period of exploitation it rivaled Front ino's mine at Segovia as a major 

gold producer. An excellent summary of the mine as it existed in 1942 is 

given by Vilson and Darnell (1942)* Ihe concession was acquired by the H.A.

Timmins Corp., headed by the famous Canadian

Timmins, and operations were conducted under

mining entrepreneur, Moan

the name Timmins Mining

Company. Ihe old workings are inaccessible and most of the following data 

concerning the original mine are extracted fiom Vilson and Darnell (1942), 

and from Singewald (1950, p. 131-132).
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Tha auriferous quarts Tain had a strike almost due north, with 

0toap aaat dip, and was looatad along tha contact between quarts-sericite 

schist on tha west or footwall side and ohloritio greenschist on tha aaat 

or hanging wall side. Tha host schists are of tha Taldivia Group. Width 

of tha main Tain was reported to range froa a few centimeters to 24 asters, 

areraging close to a meter. 1 falsita dike, possibly post-ore, of unspecified 

thickness, also was raported to have followed tha rein along tha hanging 

wall (Wilson and Daraell, 1942). Faulting along tha ooataot provided tha 

channel for hydrothermal mineralizing solutions of presetted magmatic origin* 

The nearest igneous roefc is Paleosoio aetatonalite, 250   aaat of tha Vein, 

but it is not clear whether this metatonalite or tha sore distant late Ore- 

taceous intioquian batholith 13 ka south of tha nine, was tha source of tha 

mineralising fluids* The Intioquian batholith is known to be a major sooroe 

of gold-bearing quarts Tains, bat is separated from tha mine by tha Bomeral 

fault, a major wrench fault* The Paleosoio metatonalite is auriferous alao, 

although less productive than the batholith* Qold-quartz Tains in tha meta 

tonalite a few kilometers west and northwest of Bricefio (Plate I, o-5) hare 

been exploited sporadically in the past, but evidently are too low grade to 

sustain operations* Alluvium on tha metatonalite is locally auriferous* 

The present writers favor the Paleosoic metatonalite as the probable source 

of the Berlin vein.
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Average mill-heads tanor for 1943 waa raportad to ba 0.406 ounce 

par abort ton (14*0 g par metric ton). Cat-off grade was raportad to ba 0.22 

ounce par abort ton (7.5 g par metric ton). Silver tanor waa not specified, 

bat bullion fineness of 710 An and 270 Ag waa reported, suggesting a recover 

able silver tanor of about 5.3 g per metric tonj true tanor undoubtedly was 

a little higher. Tha riohaat parta of tha vein contained abundant schist

inclusions around which sulf ides and gold tended to ba concentrated. Pyrite

was tha dominant sulf ide, accompanied by ainor galena and sphalerite, sparse 

pyrrhotita and arsenopyrite, and only traces of chalcopyrite. Baae-matal

tanor was not apaoifiad but presumably waa

Hbriaontal adits were driven into tha steep hillside, and 13 levels had baan

developed by 1942, of which three in hangi

haulageways. Tha vain was developed along

and vertical distance of 480 m. An internal inclined abaft with 1.5 ton 

skips served lower levels. The stope-and-fill mining system was employed. 

Mining waa mechanized with compressed air-driven rook drills and mechanical 

ore loader a; ore was transported to tha surface by trains of one-ton ore 

oar a drawn on steel raila by electric tranmera. Power for all operations 

waa supplied by the company   own Palton wheel generators having total 

capacity of 950 kilowatts (Wilaon and Darnell, 1942). The mill waa modern

for its time, treating 340 metric tons per

recovery; fine grinding in ball mills was 

and precipitation in a Merrill-Crowe unit.

ig vail schist ware used aa main

a horizontal distance of 1,200 m

day, achieving 96 percent gold

followed by all-slimes cyanidation 

When operations were at their peak
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in 1940, a total of 116,600 metric tons of ora waa milled, producing 

1,602,000 grama of gold. During tha period 1933 to 1946, a grand total of 

880,231 metrie tons of ore waa milled, yielding 12,847,352 grama of gold 

which at US H,125 par gram, had a gross value of US f 14,453,333.50. 

Average net tenor was 14.6 grama par metric ton. An ora extraction factor 

of 99 percent waa attained (H. vom Staufen, written common., 1969). the 

Berlin mina was a modal operation in ita day, and testimony to tha courage 

and efficiency of ita developers. More than 300 parsons were employed at 

tha height of operations.

For the paat several years mining has been resumed on a small 

scale, the concession having bean acquired by private interest in Medellfn. Ore 

is takan from abort adits driven on narrow quarts geima below tha original 

mine and mill. In 1963 two stamp mills were operating at a combined capacity 

of about 10 tons per day; tailing is cyanide-leached in small concrete 

vats. About 30 persons are employed. Judging from external appearnaaaa, 

the present operations are scarcely better than marginal. According to one 

of the former managers at tha old Berlin, there is little chance of 

discovering another large vein immediately adjaaant to the original, bat the 

surrounding terrain may contain important ore bodies, and probably would 

deserve farther exploration if tha price of gold were to be raised substantially 

above 13 |35 per ounce (H.von Staufen, mining consultant, oral common ., 1963),
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This small lede mine is located 

6 km sooth of Zaragosa on the west side of ttte road to Segovia, in rolling 

terrane at an altitude of 150 a. The following data were supplied by Mr* 

Hubert vom Stauf en, Medellin lining consultant and present owner of the mine. 

The vein is said to have been discovered in 1938 by a prospector named Hepo 

Iftra, who erected a three stamp mill and oomaenoe* exploitation on a small 

scale. Mirm sold the mine in 1940 to Otto Fodder, a German physician, who 

worked the oxidised sone daring the aeeoad We rid War, but was oblige* to shut 

down in 1946 because of financial and operational difficulties* Hsssrs« 

George R. Leland and Hubert vom Stauf en ezamJ ned the mine in 1947 on behalf

of the H JU Timmina Corporation* This compa had Just closed the Berlin

mine northwest of Tarumal because of exhaustion of the Berlin vein after ai
decade of highly successful operation, end was looking for new ventures. XI 

Limtfn was too small to be of interest to the Timmins company, but Leland 

and vom Staufen bought the mine, improved the mill, and continued work as a 

partnership until obliged to shut down in 1953 for lack of development capital, 

combined with the problem of resisting marauding bandits who had moved into 

the territory during the politieal unrest prevailing at that time. In 1958 

they leased the mine to Cia» Minero Chooe* fattlfioo S.A,, a subsidiary of 

South American Gold and Platinum Co. of lev ?fork« This company, whose main 

interest is in dredging for gold and platinmi in the Department of the Cho66*, 

further explored the SI Limon vein by underg] round galleries and 5 diamond 

drillholes, and by 1961 the proven ore reserve was calculated at 25,000 

metric tons with an average gold tenor of 39 grams per ton and a roughly
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equal tenor of silTer. Howerer, in 1962, the parent company (now called 

International Mining Corporation) decided to concentrate its efforts on the 

Trontino Gold Mine* Ltd* properties at Segoria, which had Just been acquired 

froa TSngllfh interests, and gare op the lease on El Lia&u Squatters aoTed 

into the nine daring the interim shutdown period, and TO* Stauf en, now the 

sole owner, was forced into litigation froa 1964. until 1966 to reoorer his 

property. Derelopaant was reinmed and a saall pilot aill constructed in 

1966 (H.Toa Stanfen, written common., 1969)*

The quarti Tain strikes N.5°B.> dips 4po west, in quarts-feldspar^ 

mica gneiss ef Palaeseic age* DM Tain is offset in aanr places by orossoatting 

noraal faults of a few attars displacement. Oold and silTer are associated 

with disseminated sulfides, dominantly pyrite, that constitute up to 12 per 

cent of the Tein matter. About one half percent each of galena and sphalerite 

also are reported. Tein width is fairly uniform, aTeraging about 40 ea, with 

developed strike-length in ore of 300 a and proTen down-dip extension of 

200 m. The orebody has not been fully delimited (H.Toa Stanfen, oral common., 

1969).
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Present mine equipawit includes a 125-<ubic foot per minute portable 

compressor (a 330-cubie foot per minute stationary diesel compressor ia soon 

td be installed), several pneumatic rookdrills, ft coaojressed-air-driren ore 

loader, three 1-ton nine cars, rails, pipe, and auxiliary equipment. The 

 ill has a oapaoity of 1 ton per hour and consists of a small jaw crusher, 

hammer mill, and Vilfley table* Gold in table concentrates is recovered by 

amalgamation in barrels* Tilling from the amalgamation barrels is being

stored for further treatment by cyanidation in a

traction in MsdelHn (H.vom dtaafen, written oomaun., 1969)*

During the past 20 years development has been sporadic, but the 

proven reserve and geologic possibilities for additional reserves now 

justify the Installation of a small permanent mill. During the first seven 

months of 196S about 40,000 grams of gold (and an approximately equal amount 

of silver) vere prodneed by simple amalgamation from roughly 1,000 tons of

o:re extracted by hand drilling and carried to the

small plant now under cons*

mill on the miner's backs,

(H*voa Staufen, written common., 1969)* If present plans for increased-

mechanisation and production are carried oat during 1969 and 1970, SI Limo*n 

could move up to second place, admittedly a very distant second place, after 

Frontino Gold Mines Ltd*, among all the active lode gold mines in Zone II*
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ilfl f°°* rc* In the past nore than 400 snail lode

nines hare been worked in the sone at one time or another, and sosje of them 

have been known since the 16th century, although none hare survived as long 

as Iferoato, More than a hundred snail nines were reported active in 1937 

(Singevald, 1950, p. 133). Tbday the nunber has shrunk to scarcely nore than 

a dozen, and these are on such precarious footing that the slightest adversi 

ty oould close any one of then* A typical snail nine is worked by a tean of 

oanpesinos, who are miners only when not engaged in agricultural work, The 

 mine 11 consists of a series of shallow adits driven by hand into the hill 

side in decomposed bedrock, nost commonly the Antioquian batholith, to inter 

sect one or nore narrow quarts veins, which then are drifted on with pick 

and shovel, rarely with drills and explosives, until fresh rock is encountered, 

This usually is cause for abandonment of the adit because the veins seldom 

are rich enough to pay for the additional cost of explosives and of drilling 

blaatholes. A new adit is then driven nearby, so that after a tine the hilL- 

side cones to resemble a block of Swiss cheese. Reserves are unknown because 

operations are strictly on a day-to-day basis, but probably do not exceed 

a few thousand tons of vein at any individual deposit* The miners work on 

the tributer system, receiving a share of the recovered free-milling gold in 

lieu of wages. The concession holder, typically a businessman or syndicate 

of businessnen living in Medellfn or other urban center, rarely visits the 

nine, and has scant knowledge of the techniques and problems of the nining 

industry. The owner provides a stanp mill, typically a water-wheel-driven 

wooden  molino antioqueno", and one or two concrete vats for cyanidation.
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Operations are orerseen by the owner'  hired supervisor. The gold recovered 

by cyanidation is the property of the owner; only the gold liberated in the 

stamp «jii and won by panning is shared with the miners. Total production 

from one of these operations seldom exceeds 1,500 grams of gold per month, 

and not rarely is only a fev hundred grams. The miner's compensation is 

hardly better than the income earned by his nobadning neighbors, except on 

those rare occasions when het. may strike a rich pocket. The lore of striking

a rich lode keeps the miner at his arduous and

mtn are willing to work under these circumstances, small tributer mines will

continue to operate indefinitely, but their contribution to the national 

economy is almost negligible.

dangerous job. So long as
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Placer nines

Only one major placer nine is currently active in the zone. Other 

placer operations are mostly snail, although a few are of moderate importance. 

Probably sore than 55 percent of all gold produced in Zone II is from placers* 

The placer deposits in the sone may be classified as follows i

1) Extensive vide and deep alluvial fill in the lover reaches of 

major streamss potential gold-bearing material measurable in hundreds of 

millions of cubic meters, best exploited by large dredges. Example s the 

Rfo Neohf downstream from SI Bagre in the northeastern corner of Zone II*

2) Alluvium in floodplains and terraces of large streams potential 

gold-bearing material commonly measurable in tens of millions of cubic meters; 

potentially exploitable by dragline ("doodle-bug"), hydraulioking, or by 

small dredges. Example t Rio Sup£a south of the town of Supfa in the 

Department of Caldas*

3) Pre-H61ocene alluvium perched veil above the base-level of 

modern drainage; potentially gold-bearing material commonly measurable in 

millions of cubic meters; exploitable by hydraulicking. Example t La Viborita 

mine near Amalfi in Plate II, a-3*
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4) Thin local patches of Bolocenci alluvium in the beds of small 

streams, or in narrow terraces along their lianks, potentially exploitable 

material in any individual deposit seldon exceeds a fev hundred thousand 

cubic meters; exploitable locally by small-scale hydraulioking, but commonly 

worked by individuals or snail groups vith pans ("bates**) and rudimentary 

sluices. Example t 3£o Anorl and its tributaries some 20 km north-northeast 

of the town of Anor£.

Gold Dire^^iig L1>d« Pato Consolidated Gold

Dredging Ltd. operates a fleet of 5 electric (-powered continuous bucket-type 

dredges, digging to depths of 24 to 23 m below water level along the Bio

Nechf, downstream from the town of SI Bagre

is probably the largest gold-dredging operation active in the world today.

The area is in the extreme northeast corner

in northeastern Antioquia. This

of Zone U, and beyond the area

napped by Bfif. The summary presented here is based on a visit to the site 

in September 1967*

i 
The nearest road to SI Bagre is at Zaragoza 13 km to the southwest

and 285 km by road northeast of Madellin* However, there is scheduled daily 

DC-4 air sertlce between Medellfn and SI Bagre. The company also maintains 

its own twin-engine aircraft. Elevation is less than 50 n above sea level,

and the climate is hot and humid throughout the year, although rainfall is

markedly less during December to March than during the other months.
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Zaragoza has been famous as a producer of placer gold since the

16th century. Dredging was successfully established in this district in 1913, anc 

the present company inherits its name fron an earlier English company called 

Pato Gold Mines Ltd* (Singevald, 1950, p. 12A), named after the tiny Tillage 

of Pato, 17 km southvest of SI Bagre* In 1934 the company became a subsidiary 

of Placer Development Ltd* of Vancouver, British Columbia, and the number 

of dredges eventually was increased to 7, then reduced to its present level* 

After 1961, the company became a subsidiary of International Mining Corpora 

tion, formerly South American Gold and Platinum Company, with headquarters 

in Nev York City, which also operated dredges in the Departments of Ghcco* aad 

Narino through other subsidiaries.
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Besides the 5 active dredges, each of 13j-cobic-foot bucket capa 

city, Pato Consolidated also has three small dredges standing idle, one of 

8^-cubic foot, the others of 2}- and 6-oubic foot capacity buckets respecti 

vely* Two of the idle dredges are to be transferred to C£a. Minera de Hariio 

S.A. in the Department of Narifio, the third to Cla. Minera Choc<5 - Pac£fico

S.A. in the Department of Choco", daring 1969 (B. Ifceeley-Willians, general
> 

manager, Pato Consolidated Qold Dredging Ltd,, written common., 1969)* The

Bfo NechjC channel and flood plain from Dos Bocas (Junction of the Rios 

Poree and Nechf) northward to the present dredging sites has been dredged 

during the past half century. The Rio Force, above Dos Bocas to its confluen

ce with the R£O Mata, a distance of 21 km,

with outstanding success with a 2h -cubic-foot dredge (E. Moseley-Villiams, 

general manager, Pato Cons. Gold Dredging ltd., oral common*, 1967). Broad

alluvial flats near the riverside Tillages

was dredged between 1949 and 1961

of Puerto Claver and Cuturd, 14

and 20 lot respectively, downstream (northward) from Bl Bagre are presently 

being dredged, and are only partly within Zone II. The dredges are serviced 

by small powerboats from Bl Bagre camp, the site of employees* living 

quarters, school, recreational facilities, commissary, warehouses, and 

large fully-equijfed and staffed repair shops. Power for the dredges, camp, 

and surrounding communities is generated at the company's hydroelectric 

stations, one located 3 *» north of Dos Bocaa, the second and much larger 

at Providenoia, 32 km upstream from Dos Boo&s on the 8fo Anorf. Seventy one 

kilometers of transmission line were constracted by the company to distribute 

current. Power is carried to the dredges by long heavy-duty cables mounted 

on temporary pole-lines which are shifted with the dredges when necessary.
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The dredges are operated continuously except for maintenance and repairs. 

nearly 500 persons are directly employed, and several thousand others derive 

their support indirectly from the company's operations.

The fire actire dredges are fitted with bucksts of 13j*-cunic-foot 

capacity and each dredge has a nominal digging capacity of 500,000 cubic 

yards (332,000 cu m) per month, bat under normal operating conditions excavates 

slightly more than 400,000 cubic yards (306,000 cu m) per month, or more than, 

2,000,000 cubic yards (1,529*000 cu m) per month for all fire dredges combined. 

Digging depths of 80 to 91 feet (24, to 28 m) below water level are readily 

attained. Digging conditions generally are favorable except where clay 

overburden exceeds a thickness of about 18 a. These thick deposits make a 

serious operational problem because the sticky and plastic clay clogs buckets, 

hoppers, and trommels; furthermore, clay balls passing over the riffle tables 

tend to adhere to and pick up gold particles which are thus lost in tailing. 

Some of the richer gold-bearing gravel layers are overlain by thick layers 

of clay and cannot be dredged economically until some means of overcoming 

this problem can be devised (E. Moseley-tfilliams, oral eomaun., 1967)* 

Samples of the clay were subjected to differential thermal analysis at the 

laboratory of Centrales de Servioios Corona S.A. in Medellfn in an attempt 

to identify mineral components. DTA curves suggest that a kandite clay 

(metahallaysite ?) predominates, with appreciable limonite contaminant.
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Cobbles and boulders of igneous rod: resembling the Antioqnian 

batholith are common in the alluvium, although the nearest known outcrops 

of this rock are 95 ka upstream on the Rib Hechi and 100 ka upstream on the 

Rfo Force* Of possible interest to mineral collectors are abundant petrified 

wood and fresh andalusite olasts* Heavy minerals and so-called black sands 

apparently are too sparse to have byproduct potential* Quantitative data 

on the average heavy aineral tenor of dredged ground are not available, but 

it nay be as much as one percent by weight* Composition of black sand from 

Zaragoza, Antioquia, is quoted by Overstreet (1967, p. 292) from a 1906 paper 

by D*T« Day and R.H. Richards as follows:

Ib/short ton

Ilaenite

Zircon

Quarts

Chroaite

Magnetite

Monasite

1,434

302

192

14

«

trace

Total 2,000

The low concentration of magnetite in the above figures is not in 

accord with observation of black sand concentrates taken on the dredges today, 

in which magnetite is the dominant heavy mineral. Perhaps the quoted analysis

is of a concentrate from which the greater part of the magnetite had already

been removed with a magnet, but we cannot verify this*
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A semi-quantitative apectrographio analysis of one grab sample 

of heavy sand concentrate donated by the company was nade by the U.S. Geological 

Surrey (F.J. Flanagan, written common., February 29, 1968). Some of the 

more interesting elements reported ar« as follows :

Concentration 
(ma) Element

Concentration
^ ^ tvjM2£Bm^«

Barium

Cerium

Chromium

Cobalt

Copper

Europium

Gold

Iron

Lanthanum

Lead

Molybdenum

Neodymium

70

3000

1000

20

500

10

100

"major*

1000

50

5

1500

«w«»^»^^^m v

Nickel

Niobium

Praseodymium

Samarium

Silver

Strontium

Tin

Titanium

Vanadium

Ytterbium

Yttrium

Zirconium

70

30

300

1000

15

7

150

"major11

200

20

300

70,000
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The above figure* should be considered as within an order of magnitude, 

at best* Some inconsistencies In the above upectrographic analysis, probably 

asorlbable to limitations of the method, are noteworthy. Zirconium, presuma 

bly in zircon, is reported to constitute 7 percent of the concentrate, yet 

hafnium was not read in the spectrogram. This may hare been an oversight.

Deer, Howie, and Zussman (1962, v. 1, p, 61) say, "Zircon always contains

a certain amount of hafniums the Hf02/Zr02 1 ratio varies but is normally 

about 0.01," Platinum and its usual companion elements vere not detected, 

but small amounts of chromium, nickel, and cobalt, elements associated with 

ultramafic intrusive rocks, vere detected. Chalcophile elements such as 

copper and lead are relatively sparse, and *:Jic vas not detected* The number 

and quantities of rare earth elements reported Is surprising. Their source 

Is probably sphene, zircon, and allanlte, al]. common minor accessories In 

Zone II rooks* The high Tl reported indicates that ordinary magnetite in 

the sand is accompanied by tltanlferous magnetite or ilmenite as well as 

sphene* The above results suggest that heavy minerals of high commercial 

value are not present In sufficient concentration to be economically recovered.

Total 1967 production of Pato Consolidated Is reported as follows t

Gold 2,762,624 g 

Silver 295,094 g
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The gold and silrer vere recovered froa 26,606,000 cubic yards 

(20,342,000 ou m) of alluviua, indicating an average recoverable teaor of 

0.1149 g of 903 fine gold per oubio yard (0.1503 g/cu a), which at US $35 

per troy ounce for gold and US $2 per 11*07 ounce for silver has a gross value 

of US $0.1173 per cubic yard (US $0.1534 per on a). Using current exchange 

rate of approximately 17.25 Colombian pesos to US $1, the value may be 

expressed as 2.02 pesos per cubic yard (2.65 pesos per cu a).

Precise data on reserves are not available but doubtless many 

millions of cubic meters of dredgeable ground of tenor approximately equal 

to that currently being worked remain to be exploited.

La Vibor\*^ lAl* The La Viborita mine ranks a very distant 

second after Pato among placer mines in Zone II. The deposit is 2.5 ka 

north-northwest of the town of ^aalfi (Plate II, a-3) at an altitude of 

about 1,450 a, and 1,000 a above the R£O Force, which flows northeasterly 

in a steep V-shaped canyon 3 km to the northwest of the deposit. An access 

road serving nearby dolomite and ealoite marble quarries passes within 1,500 

m of the mine, but there is no road directly to it. The nearest principal 

stream is Quebrada La Vibora, which passes to the east of the placer area and 

Joins the R£O Porce 6 km north of the mine. The Quebrada La Viborita, which 

gives the mine its name, flows northward 3 km from the placer area to Join 

the Rio Poree 2 km upstream froa the aouth of the Quebrada La Vibora*
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The deposit was worked by an American-financed company from 1911
i

until the concession was acquired in 1930 by Viborita Gold Mines Ltd., an 

English concern (Singewald, 1950, p. 125). During the latter company's 

tenure a tunnel about 1 km long was driven through a low ridge to drain the 

placer area into the Quebrada La Viborita, and the operations became 

established on essentially the sane basis that prevails today. In 1947 

(?) the property was acquired by Senor Manuol Celedon, who operated on a reduced 

scale owing to Closure of the debris tunnel,, ^malfi Development Co*

purchased Celedon1 s right in 1963, cleaned 

operations until June 1966, when ownership 

Hineras Ltda, In April 1968 the latter co

sine under an installment-payaent plan to Senor Guillenao Mora, a prooinent

tunnel, and resumed full-scale 

transferred to Inrersiones y 

contracted to sell the

Medellln businessman and gold mine operator (Warren Ziebell, former super

intendent at La Viborita, written oomnun., 1969).

Use deposit is 2,000 m east-west ty 300 m north-south and is as 

much as 50 m thick* It consists of alluvia] gravel overlain by lacustrine 

clay that fills a basin formed possibly by an ancient landslide that dammed 

an east-flowing stream ancestral to the Quetrada La Vibora. Age of the deposit 

is not precisely known, but it predates regional uplift and is now perched 

a thousand meters above the present local base level* A sample of wood from 

the clay (sample tf-2138) was analyied by the radiocarbon laboratories of the 

U.S. Geological Survey, Washington, D.C. and yielded a radiocarbon age "older 

than 42,000 years 11 , beyond the limits of this dating technique, and the 

writers assign it tentatively to the Uta PlJLocene or Pleistocene.
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The higheat values are in gravel immediately above bedrock, which 

ia chiefly aerieite schist. The gravel ia poorly sorted and ranges from fine 

to very coarse grained; bouldera are as much as 30 cm in diameter. The gravel 

ia compact bat not veaented, and disaggregates readily under the powerful 

jeta of water froa the monitors. Many rook types are represented, but vein* 

quarts, quartaite, and unite quarts pebble conglomerate are especially pro 

minent. Hodlika clasts, 2 to 4- oa long, of aerieitized andaluaite derived 

froa porphyroblaata in adjacent aohiat are abundant* The gravel ia overlain 

at most places by layers up to 25 a thick of stiffly plastic clay essentially 

barren of gold* Much of this ia dark bluish gray or dark green, probably 

due to ferrous iron pigment. Samples of this clay were subjected to 

differential thermal analysis at the laboratory of Centralea de Servicio 

Corona S.A. in Medellln. The curves are characteristic of the kandite group 

and show a weak but distinct endothermic peak at 130°C, suggesting aetahallojpt- 

site. A subsidiary weak endothermie peak at 310°C is due to an impurity ? 

possibly gibbaite or goethite. The clay has the plasticity of a good hall 

clay, but contains too much iron to be useful aa a high-grade ceramic or 

refractory ray material.
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BW has only scant firsthand information on the composition of 

La Viborita black sands, bat riffle concentrates examined under low magnifi 

cation contained magnetite, some of it probably titaniferous, accompanied 

by ilmenite, zircon, and sparse garnet, pyri^e, arsenopyrite, and sphene, 

Caasiterite was reported as an important component in La Viborita black 

sands (J,M. Restrepo Domeneoh, mining engineer, oral common., 1968); how

ever, our examination does not confirm this; if present, oassiterite is

very sparse. Other mineral grains hare been i-sported, including chalcopyrite, 

columbite-tantalite, beryl, corundum, and wolframite (Walter Ziebell, mi,n1 ng 

geologist i oral common., 1967), but we are arable to confirm this.

The hydraulic mining system is employed; several batteries of

2 to A monitors or "giants" shoot powerful 

wishing the gravel into heavy wooden sluices,

jets of water against the bank 

each 1,3 m wide and 25 m long,

fitted with round block riffles in removable flections. Water is delivered 

to the monitors via 2 km of 3O-in. sheet-steel pipe from a reservoir on

Quebrada La Vibora, under a hydraulic head of

mately 90,000 cubic meters of alluvium are monitored during an average month. 

Normally three shifts per day are worked, employing 55 persons at an average 

wage of about 20 pesos (US $1.16) per day, Ot,oe abdut every 8 weeks the 

sluices are cleaned and gold separated from other heavy-mineral components 

by punning. Gold dust is sent to MadelHn fox refining and sale to Banoo 

de la Repdblica.

approximately 100 m. Approxi-
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Reeerve eatiaatea are not available to Dff, bat the depoait, judged 

from Tiaaal inspection, oontaina several tena of milliona of cubic meters 

not yet exploited; much of the richer ground nay hare beea hydraolicked during 

the past half-century* Tenor recovered daring 1967 averaged aboat 0.13 g of 

gold per cubic aster (Walter Ziebell, oral comun., 1968). The clay overburden 

ia essentially barren, hence the tenor of the gravel most be. on the order of 

0.25 or 0.35 g per cubic aster. Recovery ia eatiaated at roughly 70 percent 

(Warren Ziebell, written ooaaua., 1969)*

Production of gold and silver for the municipality of Asmlfi 

during 1967 ie given by the Aaociacio*n Coloobiana de Mineros aa follows s

Gold 104,710 g 

. Silver 15,537 g

By far the greater part of this oaae fron La Tlborita. Fron the 

above figures, the average fineness ia 871 gold, 129 silver.

Other Tertiary (?) alluvial bodies near Aaalfi are probably gold, 

bearing also.
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3up£a placer district. Once an iaportant gold-producing area in 

southwestern Zone II, this district today is exploited only sporadically by 

primitive hand methods. It deserves separate mention because of its history 

and future potential* the Supfa district is 135 km by highway south of 

Medellfn, in northwestern Department of Caldas and the northeastern corner 

of the Department of Hiaaralda. Dredging by the Supia Gold Dredging Co. 

in the Rio Supfa i maud lately south of the town of Supfa has been described 

briefly by Siagewald (1950, p. 135); most of the following inforaation is 

extracted from his report. The dredgeabla part of the valley is 200 to 300

  wide, about 8 km long, with bedrock depth of 5 to 6 nu Reserve was reported

to hare been 12 million oubio yards (9*2 Billion eu mi, with values of 40 

cents US currency per cubic yard, at the start of operations in 1940* This 

is equivalent to 0035 g of goldper cubic yard (0.46 g/ou m), at US $35 per 

troy ounce. One 8-cubie foot electric-driven bucket-ladder dredge ained 

about 90,000 cubic yards (69,000 ou m) per month, a low output for a dredge 

of its size* The allurinm contained numerous large boulders, some up to 

3 m in diameter, making hard digging, and causing the dredge to vibrate 

violently. This is said to have caused a serious loss of gold from the 

riffle tables. Gold production was reported at about 340,000 g for 1942 

and 205,000 g for 1944* Figures for other years are not available. The

dredge is said to have been dismantled in 1950 after working for 10 years,

presumably because the reserve of dredgeable ground had been exhausted.
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Although 1MB has not studied potential plaoer deposits vest and 

south of Supfa, alaost all of the alluvial in this region is known to be 

gold-bearing. Some of the aore extensive and favorably located gravel banks 

are potentially exploitable by hydraulicking or by dragline dredging* SOB* 

of the principal streams, tributaries of the Rio Cauoa, that appear to be 

especially promising are s B£O Bisaralda, Rfos Suoio and Quinchfa, R£o del 

Oro, H£o Tareas, and Quebrada La Honda* Terraces bordering the B£o Cauca also 

are auriferous* These sites are pointed out as potential targets for inves 

tigation* However, a price for gold substantially above US 135 per ounce 

troy probably vill be needed to stimulate exploration of these alluvial 

deposits*

district- ^° difficultly accessible Anorf area is

famous for placer gold, although it produces much less today than in former 

tines* The district, which lies outside the area mapped by DOT has the form 

of a rectangle 43 km north-south by 30 km east-west, with the town of Anorl 

(Plate II, a-1) at the southwest corner*

Hydraulicking was done by KLnera El Hatillo S.A. at Madreseca near 

the Junction of the Quebrada SI Hatillo with ihe R£o Anori, some 20 km 

north-northeast of Anorf , from 1942 until 1950. when work was suspended because 

of problems of public order and breaks in the pipeline that carried water 

to the monitors (P. Marfn, IMS geologist, written common., 1968). Production 

statistics and data on tenor or reserves are not available*
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Mining is dose with 3 monitors near the junction of Quebradaa La 

Tinta and San Bartolo 40 km doe north of Anorf j production is at a rate 

of 1,300 g per month and 20 workers are employed (A. Andrade, IMS geologist , 

written coamun., 1963)*

Small groups of miners construct log Jetties at favorable places 

along the Hfo Teneha, 35 to 40 km airline northeast of Anorf, causing sand 

and gravel to collect behind them* Gold is talcsn by panning* Although 

individual operations are very small, aggregate production may be as much 

as 9,000 g per month of 870 fine gold during the dry season (late December 

through March)* At other times the water is tao deep and the current too

strong to allow hand mining (P. Harin, written oossuuu* 1963)«
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Puerto Antioouia placer prospect* An area on the vest side of the 

Rfo Gauca encompassing about 35 sq lot, including and surrounding the triangle 

formed by the towns of Caceres, Tarasa*, and Puerto Antioquia in northern 

Antioquia, 215 lot by road north of Medell£n, is covered by coarse gravelly 

allurium deposited by the Rfo Cauca and two of its tributaries, the Rfos Rayo 

and Taraza". B. Moseley-Williams (oral common., 1967), has said that a 

large U.S. aining company explored this area by drilling shortly before 

the Second World War, proring a "large" reserve containing gold values of 

about 21 cents (U.S. currency) per cubic yard, equivalent to 0.187 g of gold 

per cubic yard (0.244 g/ou m). He also stated that another large mining 

company had drilled near C£oeres in 1966-67. I£fT ha* no firsthand information 

on the above-reported drilling projects* In 1966-67 an attempt was made

by Seftor Guillenao Nora of Madellfn to hydraulic a part of the broad 

alluvial flat 1 km southeast of Puerto Antioquia. This operation was abandoned 

as unprofitable in early 1968, and pipes and monitors have been moved 10 km 

southeast to the east side of the Rfo Gauca on an alluvial flat formed by 

the Quebrada Pur£ about 5 loi east of 81 Ooee on the Valdivia-Puerto Antioquia 

highway (A. Andrade, IMN geologist, oral common,, 1968).

The Caceres-Taraza Puerto Antioquia triangle represents a 

potentially important placer district, possibly exploitable by dredge or by 

dragline with floating washing plant, that may merit further attention under 

favorable economic conditions.
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Other
t

ditricts. The Porcecito district on the Rfo Grande

a jove its junction with the Rio Force, 30 km east-southeast of Santa Hosa 

de Osos, was mined by hydraulicklng, and also by a 3-cubic-foot bucket-ladder 

dredge operated by Minas de Oro de Porcecito, a Colombian-Belgian company, 

from 1930 to 1946 (Singewald, 1950, p. 129). The monitors and the dredge 

were dismantled when the resezre had been <ohausted, but sporadic hand 

mining has continued to the present.

Hydraulicking flourished along the H£o Nus near FroTidenoia (Plate 

II, b-7) before and daring the Second World War, but olosed down soon after 

ward. One mine called the Gallinazo was worked with a dragline and floating 

washing plant (Singewald, 1950, p. 128)   Ilata are Tanking on production, 

tenor, and profitability of these operations. The Rfo Nare and its tribu

taries also were exploited in former times, 

Certain reaches of the Nare, especially in

Caracolf, are filled with huge boulders from the Antioquian batholith, some

but work today is negligible* 

Plate III, o-9 9 southwest of

as much as 10 m in diameter, and the rirer

1950, p. 126). These nests of boulders, called "organales"y act as giant

riffles trapping coarse particles of gold, and have been mined in former

times by men wriggling through passages between the boulders and

the gravel beneath* These deposits are small bat rich, and cannot be mined

by any other method* Similar "organales*

(Plate I, d-7) are described by Botero (1963, p. 34).

disappears beneath them (Singewald,

in the Rfo Nechf north of Angostura
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Origin of the 0»ld

Placer gold in Zone II has been concentrated by elurial and 

alluvial processes following the weathering and erosion of auriferous reins 

that occur in a wide range of rock types* The origin of the reins is less 

erident. They are presumed to hare been precipitated from hydrothermal 

solutions residual froa the crystallization of magma. The fluids moved up 

ward along faults or fractures in the f rosen upper part of the plutonic rook

itself, or in adjacent rocks. Precipitation was effected by change of tea-»
perature or pfi of the fluids resulting froa contact with wallrock, or perhaps 

in some eases by miring with other fluids migrating along the same channels.

Gold reins in Zone II are invariably composed chiefly of quarts, 

pyrite, and gold. Helgeson and Garrels (1968) discuss the intimate association 

of these three minerals froa a thermodynamie viewpoint and demonstrate that 

exploitable reins can be formed by aeidio hydrotheraal solutions containing 

only 1 to 50 parts per billion of gold, extremely low concentrations, at
-ft Otemperatures between 17Jr and 300 C. Plutonic rocks in Zone II, that range 

froa diorite to adaaellite in composition and froa Paleosoic to Tertiary in 

age, all are gold-bearing, as demonstrated by gold-quartz reins in fractures 

or faults in the plutons themselves, or in adjacent older rocks invaded by 

them. These rocks constitute a aetallogenetio province in which gold is the 

principal economic metal, just as the Witwatersrand in South Africa, the Ontario 

Canada", gold camps, the 6alifornia (U.S.A.) Mother Lode Country, and parts of 

the Colorado Rockies are gold provinces. (This statement is not intended to
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imply that these localities are necessarily sivllar in other respects to Zone 

II, or to each other)* The causes of these anomalous concentrations of gold 

in localised parts of the earth's crust is a basic question of geology with

fundamental economic importance.
i

Some interesting speculations regarding the genesis of the world's 

tin deposits that hare been made by Schuiling (1967) might also be applicable 

to gold in Antioquia. He postulates that geochemical  culminations11 or 

primordial concentrations of tin were formed In the, mantle early in the earth's 

history. Tin deposits, both exploitable and toncommercial, and of all ages, 

seem to lie in belts that follow orogenio trecds which pass unbroken from 

one continent to another on a reconstruction of the circua-Atlantic continents 

before postulated continental drifting toofc pi.ace ^Schuiling, 1967, p. 546-547)   

He further suggests that "events", particularly magmatic intrusions related 

to orogenies within the belts, are necessary 1» form exploitable concentrations. 

The primordial tin concentrations in the mantile are merely noncommercial geo-

ohemical anomalies, and economic deposits are

concentration of tin in magma that rises to intrude accessible parts of the

crust* Substituting gold for tin, this is an

to Zone II, and might explain why intrusions of various compositions and ages 

in the aone are auriferous*

made only by mobilisation and

attractive mechanism to apply
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Gold and silver refineries in Jfedellin

Three gold and silver refineries are located in Medell&u 

Largest end oldest of these is Fundiciones 7 Snsayes de J. Gutierrea Ltda., 

which has been in business since the late 19th century. The others are 

Fundicion Esteban Alvarez y Cfa. and Fundicion de Jestis Escobar A« y Cfa. 

All are sinilar in node of operation* Gold dust, amalgsa, "sponge" gold 

from retorting of amalgam, and crude bullion delivered from the mines, 

all containing some silver, are nelted in graphite crucibles. Chlorine gas 

is bubbled through the nolten metal and combines with the silver to fora 

silver chloride, which rises as a slag, leaving molten gold beneath, de 

gold, of 996 to 999 fineness, is poured into ingots weighing about 16 kg 

each and delivered to the Banco de la Hepdblica. The chloride residue is 

immersed in sulfuric acid with iron sheets. The iron replaces silver and 

forms ferric chloride. The liberated silver sludge is fluxed in a graphite 

crucible and poured into small bars, 996 to 997 fine Ag, for sale on the 

open market through the Asooiaoicn Colombians de Mineros. Loss of geld during 

the refining process is said to be only 0.1 to 0.2 percent, but silver loss 

is much higher, 5 to 15 percent (S. Gutierrea, oral commun., 1963).
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Gold and silver production in Zone H

tost of the gold and silver produced in Colombia in 1967 cams from 

Zone H, and most of that (about 98 percent) from IIB, as shown, in the 

following table s

Table 2

Gold and silver (in grama) from all sources in Zone II, 1967

Amalfi 

Anor£ 

Caceres 

Carolina 

Marmato 

Remedies 

Santa Rosa 

Segovia 

Yarumal 

Zaragoza

AU others

Totals

Zone II

Colombia

JT"Jit 

104,7-

24,9<

10,4
3,7 

TlfJ 

12,3 

8.0 

2,493,2

21,5 

3,112,0

126,8

10 15,487

:o 3,509
=>2 1,372 

^2 849 

12 60,823 

23 7,693 

59 3,652 

£ 2,485,489 

96 7,806 

# 351,995

21 105,918

5,989,2

8,011,9

32 3,044,593

04 3,423,268

\J From Aaociaoion Colombiana de Minorca, Apdo. Aereo 874, Medellfn.
Figures do not include gold and silver in sulfide concentrates exported 

for metallurfUal treatment*

2/ In Department of Caldas.
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The contribution from Zone II was 74.8 percent of all the gold and 

38.3 percent of all the silver produced in Colombia in 1967. The statistics 

do not distinguish between lodes and placers, but we estimate that at least 

55 percent of the gold, and roughly 12 percent of the silver cams from placers, 

The vety large production from the municipalities of Segovia and Zaragosa is 

attributable to the high output of Frontino Qold Kines Ltd. and Pato Conso 

lidated Qold Dredging Ltd., respectively.

The future of gold mining in Zone II

The international official price of gold was fixed at OS $35 per 

troy ounce in 1934* In the meantime, prices of almost everything else have 

risen considerably above 1934 levels, and gold mines everywhere have been 

caught in a squeeie between the fixed price of their product and the conti 

nuously rising costs of labor and materials. Gold production has declined 

appreciably in Zone II, as it has elsewhere in the world, during the past 

two decades. Obviously, a substantial increase in the official international 

price of gold would stimulate exploration and production in all gold

areas, and oould cause an impressive gold nining revival in Zone II. With 

out a priee rise, operators will find it increasingly difficult to maintain 

even present output*
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Commercially exploitable deposits of iron ore are unknown in Zone 

II, although preTious workers hare investigated laterites in IIA as potential 

iron sources* The laterites on the eas'b side of Hedellln hare been studied

by Cock (1938) and also by Restrepo A. 1959) ; no further work on them was

done by IMN. The Morro Felon laterite 7 lot northeast of Caapamento, Aatlo- 

quia, was studied by IMS, but no formal report was prepared* Results are 

summarized later in this report* Neither occurrence has present economic 

importance.
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MedellLi laterite

Ferruginous laterite derived from underlying serpentinite crops oat on a 

vest-facing mountainside overlooking the Aburrl Valley northeast of the 

city of Medellfn. Thickness of the richest part of the laterite mantle ranges 

between 1 and 5 a and averages nearly 3 a over an oval shaped area of approxi 

mately 450 hectares (Reatrepo A., 1959, p. 20). Reserve according to Bestre- 

po is 12.5 million coble meters. However, investigations by Eapresa Side-* 

rdrgica S. A. proved less than 4 million metric tons with an average iron 

tenor of about 28 percent in a mantle only 1 m thick (J. Vollmost, Bapresa 

Siderdrgica technical director, oral common., 1969). Typically, the 

mantle grades upward from decomposed serpentinite into yellow, then reddish- 

brown, and finally dark red, earthy laterite (locally called fterrosa*), 

capped by op to half a meter of very dark red to nearly black dense hard 

laterite ("laterita dnratt), The hard cap may contain 50 percent or more of 

iron bat is too thin and looalized to constitute a workable deposit by itself. 

The underlying earthy laterite commonly has an oolitic texture and contains 

15 percent or more of moisture; the iron tenor ranges between 13 and 38 

percent, averaging roughly 25 percent. Calculated on a dry basis, the 

average iron tenor is about 30 percent according to Restrepo A. (1959), 

Silica and alumina average more than 20 percent each in Jtestrepo's samples, 

very high for iron ore, and would make metallurgical treatment difficult and 

costly. Restrepo (1959) reports several analyses for other elements in the 

laterite as follows s
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stance

Ti°2 

Mn

Or 

Hi 

P 

3

0.07

.49

.07

.20

.006

.001

- 0.43

- 1.62

- .33

- .34

- .09

It is of interest to note that the Bnpresa Sidarnrgica S.A. iron 

and steel plant was founded in Ifedellfn with the intention of using the 

local laterite as its Bain raw material, and a mining concession for this 

purpose was taken 1 km southeast of the suburb of Bello. However, only 

taken amounts of iron were produced from laterite, and the plant since its

beginning in 1933 has had to use scrap iron as its main raw material*

i 
New techniques for reducing iron directly from laterite ores hare

been developed since 1933 when Dr. Julian Cock A« first proposed to use Made-

llfn laterite. Although these new processes might make Cock's plan a little

more feasible than it proved to be in his day.

dellln laterite as iron ore continues to be renote, not only for technical

reasons, but because much of the laterite area

during the vigorous urban growth of the past 30 years, a formidable obstacle

to mining now, even if the ore were high-grade 

greater.

the possibility of using Ma-

has been covered with houses

and proved reserves much
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Morro Pelon

The Morro Pel6*n laterite body has been known since 1939 (Alvarado, 

and others, 1939) and is 7 ka by trail northeast of Campaaento, a town 1A5 

bi by road north of Ifedellln. It has the form of an elongated oval 2.7 ka 

north-south by 1 Ira east-vest overlapping the boundary between planchas i-5 

and e-6, Plate I, the greater part lying in e-6. The deposit occupies the 

crest of a broad north-striking ridge with its summit at an altitude of. 

about 1,440 in, sloping gently northward 3 km to the Hfo Nechl at an altitude 

of 700 m.

Eleven test pits made by IMH in late 1964 and early 1965 indicate 

a reserve of nearly 4 million metric tons in a mantie covering an area of 

60 hectares to an average depth of about 3 m. The vertical profile is 

similar to that of the Medellln laterite with a hard cap of iron oxides 10 

to 40 cm thick, overlying brown earthy laterite 1 to 5 m thick, grading down 

ward into dark green or black decomposed serpentinite.

Based on 74 analyses, iron tenor ranges between 23 and 56 percent, 

nickel tenor between 0.23 and 1.21 percent, with an average of 27*6 Fe and 

0.69 Ni, respectively. Although Morro Pelon was considered to be an iron 

prospect before the IMN study, it might now be better classified as a nickel 

prospect; however, the possibility of economic exploitation for either 

metal, or for both together, seems very remote because of the small reserves 

and low tenor*
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Age of the lateritee

Both Ifedellfn and Morro Pel6n laterites are remnants of 

formerly more extensive mantles* Formation of iron-rich laterite is 

favored by the slow seoular weathering and decomposition of mafic and oU 

tramafie rocks in relatively flat low-lying terrane in a humid tropical cli 

mate with alternating wet and dry seasons (Harder, 1952; Shenoan, 1952; 

Parker and MacDiarmid, 1964, p. 414^15). ThJ present climate may not 

be greatly different than it was prior to the litest regional uplift, but 

the topography certainly is different* The Morro Felon laterite lying on 

a north-striking ridge, with its highest part lf A40 m above sea level and 

its lower end at an altitude of 700 m, with erosion actively reducing the 

size of the deposit, is clear evidence that lateritlzation proceeded the

latest regional uplift, which was gradual over hundreds of thousands of
t 

years, and may still be taking place. It must 'iave begun in late Pliocene

or early Quaternary; the MOTTO Pel6*n laterite la tentatively assigned a Late 

Tertiary age on the geologic map (Plate I). Th» pre-uplift genesis of the 

laterite at Ifedellfn is less evident than at Macro Pel6n, but it seems reason 

able to suppose that lateritization was active under similar conditions at 

the same time over a large region, and that the 

IIA are more or less contemporaneous.

several laterite bodies in
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Medellfn's iron and steel industry

Szploitable deposits of iron ore are lacking in the zone but there 

is, nevertheless, a flourishing iron and steel industry in Medellln, which 

makes an important contribution to the Colombian economy. Therefore, it is 

appropriate that this industry be mentioned briefly in the section on economic 

geology, although geology, as such, does not enter into the discussion* 

There are a dozen or so iron and steel foundries in IfedelUCn, ranging in 

size from Smpresa Siderurgioa 3.A., one of the major industrial plants in 

Colombia, to small shops making a few hundred tons per year of castings and 

miscellaneous foundry products.
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Empresa Siderurgica S.A. produces 2^000 metric tons per year 

mostly of finished steel products, vith a snail amount of gray iron eastings* 

The company operates 6 electric furnaces rang:jag in capacity from one-half 

ton to S metric tons, and a single cupola furnace taking a charge of 30 tons*

Reinforcing bars are the main product, but a variety of other goods are made
i

including galvanised pipe and fittings, angle-iron, gear assemblies, wheels 

for railroad cars, ball-mill and crusher span* parts, grinding balls, sugars 

processing machinery, and automotive and machine spare parts* The company

plans to expand production to 60,000 tons per year by 1970, mainly of rein*

forcing bars. During 1968 an electrolytic tiji-plate plant was inaugurated 

with capacity to produce 50,000 metric tons par year of finished container 

tin-plate from rolled stock imported from Jap in* The company is capable of 

producing a variety of chrome, nickel, and molybdenum steel alloys and 

austenitie manganese steel, and has a quality-control laboratory with the 

most modern metallurgical analytical and testing apparatus* A serious 

limitation of the operation is its total dependence on scrap iron and 

steel although the company was founded vith tie intention of using Medellln 

laterite as the principal raw material. About 13,000 tons of scrap were 

imported in 1968, mostly from the United States, supplemented by 3,000 tons 

of domestic scrap (J. YoUmost, technical diractor, oral common., 1969}*

Smaller foundries in MedelHn also depend upon scrap. Three of
i

Medellfn 1 s foundries are subsidiaries of largo textile companies and two are 

concerned mainly vith the manufacture of textile machinery and spare parts*
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Nioksl

Nickeliferous laterites have been recognized in the Department of Cordoba 

for at least a decade. The most important known occurrence is at Cerro Ma toso, 

30 km southwest of Montelibano, just north of Zone II. A concession to exploit 

the relatively rich and extensive deposits at Cerro Hatoso has been applied for 

by Henna-Chevron Co.,a Joint venture of Hanna Mining Co* and Chevron Petro 

leum Corp,, but the project has been long delayed by legal complications and 

protracted negotiations between the company and the Government of Colombia.

Cerro ifetoso lies north of the Zone II boundary, but lesser laterite 

deposita south of Cerro Matoso near the town of Ore", Department of C6*rdoba, 

at the extreme northwest corner of the zone, were considered deserving of 

special IHN study* Accordingly, a team of two geologists and a topographer 

were assigned late in 1966 to make topographic and geologic maps and test pits, 

and to take samples to delimit the laterite bodies and estimate reserves. 

During the investigation a total of 36 test pits mm excavated rangin* in 

depth between 3 and 13 m and having an aggregate depth of 230 m. Field work 

was carried out between October 1966 and December 1967; analytical work and 

preparation of the final report continued through 1963, Personnel deserving 

of special mention in connection with the Ore* project include IMN geologists 

Hernan Va'squez, Heroin Bestrepo A., Eduardo Alvarez, and Darfo Velasquez H,, 

topographer Luis $  Castafieda, assistant Valeriano Builes, and Ecuadorian 

trainee-geologist Jorge Cheoa, Analyses were made by IMN chemist Jorge Vasquez, 

aided by personnel and facilities of the Servioio Minero laboratory in 

Medellin*
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A total of 578 samples were analyzed for Ni and Fe, and a lesser 

number of detenninations were nade of Si02» Al^Oo* WgQ> Jfaj P> S, Gr, and 

Co.

Ibst of the following information wits supplied by Barfo Velasquez H.

Urex laterite bcxlies

Four distinct bodies have been delimited in a north- striking 

belt 1*5 km vest of the toun of Ure (fig. 3), designated from north to south

as La Viera, Las Acacias, Alto del Oso, and

important

Ihe reserve estimate table acconpamring the nap on fig. 3 clearly

of the four. Las Acacias 

the latter by a narrow band 

has been removed by erosion. 

The Alto del Oso body is a poor second to La Viera, and San Juan is of little

shows that La Viera is by far the most 

is a part of the La Viera body, separated 

of serpentinite from which the laterite mantl

fro a

Juan respectively

Geologic setting

The nickeliferous laterite is the product of veathering of 

serpentiniaed ultramaflc rock which at Ur4 i;s associated with aetabasalt and 

metagatoro (fig. 3). This assemblage of rocJcs is considered to be character 

istic of the so-called alpine ophiolite suits (Onayer, 1967, p« 222). Relative 

age of the rocks at Ure are not cle^r but they may be 

penecontenporaneous, a characteristic of alpine ophiolitic rocks, especially 

gabbro-serpentinite assemblages (Thayer, 1967, p. 223). Relations at Ure are 

obscured by the deep cover of soil, saprolite, and laterite.
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Serpentinized peridotite, the mother rock of the niekeliferoos 

laterite as shown on figs. 3 and 4, is dark grayish green, composed of anti- 

gorite and liaardite with remnants of oliTine and aogite (diallage). Ensta- 

tite was tentatively identified in sons speciasns according to Velasquez 

(oral common., 1969). Book ooaposed of oliTine, diallage^and orthopyroxene 

is called Iherzolite (Vyllie, 1967, p. 2)j however, the existence of ortho- 

pyroxene is not proven, and the broader nane peridotite is preferred for the 

original ultramafic prior to serpentinization. About 0.2 percent of Hi is 

present, presumably in substitution for Hg in the crystal lattice of the 

component minerals, especially oliTine. Mason (1952, p. 116) says s "The
0

nickel ion has the sane radius (0.78 A) and the sans charge as magnesium, 

and therefore should be camouflaged in magnesium minerals. However, the 

ratio NitMjg is highest in early-formed crystals (especially oliTine) and 

shows a steady decline in the later-formed rocks and minerals.* Ultramafic 

rocks usually contain 0.15 percent or more of nickel (Golee, 1967, p. 358), 

contrasted with 0.01 percent in "average" igneous rocks (Hawkes aid Webb, 

1962, p. 370).

The serpentinite is highly fractured, and slickensided surfaces 

are abundant.
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Laterite profile

Lateritization of the serpeatinite developed a. characteristic 

profile from the surface down to fresh rock. Three layers or zones 

designated A, B, and C respectively, are easily recognized in the laterite; 

serpeatinite bedrock is arbitrarily designated as zone D (fig* 4). Distinctior 

of these zones is important, both to an understanding of the lateritization 

process, and also to piy*"*«g an efficient method of exploitation, because

each zone has a different nickel and iron tenor*
\

Zone A, the uppermost, is typically dark red, reddish brown to 

brown earthy laterite becoming lighter colored toward the base. It ranges 

in thickness from 1 to 5 m, averages 2.5 m, and is more dense and compact 

than subjacent Zone B. Limonite concretions a few centimeters in diameter 

are common, especially near the base. Judged by color, hematite probably 

is the dominant iron oxide near the top, and hydrated iron oxide is more 

prominent near the bottom of the zone. Nickel tenor (average 0.43 p-^cent), 

is higher than in fresh serpentinite, but lower than in zones 6 and C below.

Zone A grades abruptly downward into zone B, which is orange or 

yellowish brown and more porous than zone A. Zone B is the thinnest of the 

zones, ranging from one-half to 3.8 m, and averaging about 1.4 m. Average 

iron tenor is distinctly lower than Zone A, but nickel tenor is the highest 

of the three zones, ranging between 0.5 and 1.4 percent with an average* of 

1.11 percent Ni (dry basis).
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Zone G is the least homogeneous of the three laterite zones. 

Color is variegated grayish green, olive, or jellovish brown and thickness 

ranges from one-half to 7 a, and averages 2.3 a. It consists mostly of 

highly decomposed greenish-gray serpentinite fragments dispersed in a 

variegated clayey saprolite matrix. The proportion of rock fragments 

increases downward, and the lover boundary with relatively fresh serpentinite 

is fairly sharp. Iron tenor is much lover than in the two zones above; 

however, the average nickel tenor is 0*99 percent, only slightly lover 

than in zone B.

Should the Ur6 deposits be exploited sometime in the future, the 

differing tenors of nickel and iron in the three zones would have to be

considered by the engineer obliged to provide a uniform feed to the metallurgical

processing plant. Reserves are shown on fig. 3, according to zone. In view 

of the relatively low average nickel tenor of! zone A, it might be more 

economical to strip it as waste, although thin would sharply reduce available 

reserves.

Origin

The Hre* laterite mantle was formed 

serpentinite in a humid tropical climate with 

However, the precise nature of the chemical 

is uncertain* Velasquez, (nnpub. data, 1969) 

alternate hypotheses that purport to explain 

enriching mechanism.

by deep secular weathering of 

alternating vet and dry seasons, 

reactions and resultant products

gives a brief review of two 

:Ln general terms the nickel-
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According to one theory, the enrichment of nickel is attributed 

to downward percolating meteoric water that becomes slightly alkaline through 

dissolution of magnesia in serpentinite; the alkaline state, according to 

laboratory experiments, favors the exchange of Hi 4+ for Mg -B in the lower 

parts of the laterite mantle*

A second theory suggests that originally neutral rainwater becomes 

acidic as it dissolves atmospheric carbon dioxide and humid acids in the 

soil* The acidic phreatic water leaches magnesia, silica, and some nickel 

from the upper zone leaving an earthy residuum enriched in iron and aluminum 

oxides* Although some residual nickel enrichment occurs here, a large part 

of the nickel is carried downward in the acidic solution and precipitated, 

possibly in colloidal form, where the acidity of the solution is partly 

neutralized in the magnesian-rich lower part of the laterite mantle* The 

nickel enrichment process therefore is not solely residual, but partly 

supergene as well*

The acidic solution theory seems to account better for the higher 

concentration of iron in zone A, and of nickel in zones B and C of the Ure* 

laterite*
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da nickel-bearing minerals or substances in the laterite are not 

known. Gamierite, or clay qri.p****!* such as nitpooite or nickeliferooa sepio- 

lite (CailleVe and Benin, 1957, p. 221; 236) nay be present, but these are 

best identified by X-ray and differential thermal analysis, studies not under* 

taken by IMH. Amorphous or oolloidal aaterial sequestering nickel atoms 

also aay be present. Further research is needed. Identification of the 

nickel host-minerals aight well be critical to the metallurgist seeking the 

most efficient means of nickel extraction,

Age of lateritization

The period of lateritization is not known precisely. Probably it 

predates the latest epetrogenic uplift of the Central Cordillera and is 

more or less contemporaneous with the lateritiaation of serpentinite at 

Morro Pelo*n discussed previously under the heading  Iron,*

Other elements

Determinations for substances other than Ni and Pe are summarized

below s
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Substance Ho, of analyses Range(percent) Arithmetic

Alumina Al^ 94 2,12 - 38*00 16.65

Chromium Cr 105 ,03 - 2.10 .46

Cobalt Go 6 .010 - .016 .0126

Manganese toi 131 .05 - 1.4? .34

Phosphorous P 101 .004 - .100 .041

Sulfur S 74. .020 - .390 .122

is coextensive with iron oxide in the laterite, 25 percent 

in zone A decreasing to 14 percent in zone G.

Chromium, presumably in chrome spinel (pieotite) or ehromite in 

the parent ultramaf ic rooky does not show a marked tendency to become con 

centrated at any particular zone, although data from test pit No. 1 indicate 

a slightly higher concentration, possibly mechanical rather than chemical, 

in the upper part of zone B (Velasquez, unpub. data, 1969).

Cobalt seems to have been neither enriched nor impoverished in the 

laterite. The average cobalt tenor in 6 samples is 0.0126 percent or 126 

ppm, close to the 110 ppm of Go reported as typical in ultramafie rocks 

(doles, 1967, p. 353). Given an average nickel tenor of 0.77 percent (fig.3), 

the Nil Co ratio in the Url laterite is about 6ltl.
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Manganese may have bee a slightly enriched in the Url later! te 

because the average of 3,400 ppm of tin is higher than the noraal abundance 

of 1,040 ppm of Mi in ultramafic rocks reported by Golea (1967, p. 357); how 

ever, quantitative analyses of Mi in fresh Berpentinite at Tire* are lacking*

Phosphorous and sulfur also my have become slightly enriched 

in the laterite but Ml data are inconclusive.

Exploitability of the tirf laterite

The Cerro Matoso laterite is said to be appreciably richer 

(average 2 percent Hi) and more extensive (60 minion tons) than the laterite 

at Hre* (Velasquez, unpub. data, 1969)* Logically, the exploitation of 

nickeliferons laterite in Colombia should begin at Cerro M&toso. Velasques

points oat that after Cerro M&toso reserves vere

of the metallurgical plant vere amortised, the luterite at Ur6 might then 

be exploited economically. Therefore it is a po iential resource rather 

than one for immediate exploitation.

exhausted and the costs
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Mareury 

Nueva Bsperansa nine at Aransaau

The Of a. Minera Nueva Ksperansa S.A., an associate of Southern 

Union Production Go. of Dallas, Texas, operates the Nueva Esperanza mercury 

mine north of Aranzaau in the Departaent of Caldas. The mine is at the 

extreme south edge of quadrangle J-S, This is the only mercury mine active 

in Colombia since the closing of the Quindfo mine in Tblima in 194Q, and it 

has been exploited sporadically since its discovery by Boberto Botero, a 

local fanner, in 1943 (R. Vokittel, 1953). The following description is 

based on information gathered during a visit to the mine in August 1967, 

supplemented by data supplied by the company.

The workings and mill are near the bottom of a very steep west~faoing 

elope, 200 m below the crest of Cuohilla de Mauzanillo, a narrow north-trending 

ridge with summit elevation of about 2,200 m. The ridge is accessible by 

7 km of dirt road north from iransasu, but the mine can be reached only by 

half a kilometer of trail descending into the steep valley of Quebrada Man- 

zanilla..
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After an initial period of desultory exploitation by the discoverer 

and his partner, the mine was acquired by Gonsoroio Hinero Colombiano Ltda., 

la Bogota^ syndicate, and operations were expanded. During the latter part 

of 19539 Gonsorcio leased the concession to Gla. Minera Choco* Fac£fieo 3.A.,

who worked the mine as a source of mercury for

gold and platinum mined by dredges in the Department of the Choco*. The

Qganation-recovery of

dredging company gave up its lease in I960, presumably because their venture

had not been profitable. Conaoroio then leased 

who worked on a reduced scale with indifferent

the mine to private individuals 

success. Finally, in 1965,

the Southern Union Gas Co., formed the Cf a. Minera Hueva Eeperanza 3.A., 

with Gonsorcio Minero Colombiano Ltda* as a minority shareholder (A, River a, 

oral common., 1967)*

Hative mercury occurs as tiny droplets disseminated along a shear 

zone striking roughly N.20°B., with steep east dip, concordant with the 

foliation of graphitic quarts-sericite schist correlative with the Valdivia 

Group. The mineralized zone is said to have an average width of 1.5 m (A.

Rivera, oral common., 1967), but is variable and vaguely defined. The mercuryi
occurs in globules, mostly less than 1 mm in diameter, dispersed along foliation 

planes and fractures. Sparse flecks of cinnabar, local finely disseminated

pyrite, and irregular veinlets or stookuorks of

accompany native mercury in the mineralized zone. These minerals are believed 

to have been deposited by hypogene low-temperature fluids proceeding from 

Tertiary andesite intrusives in the district (Wokittel, 195S).

milky quartz and calcite
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Six adits hare been driTen into the hillside at vertical intervals 

of roughly 20 m; virtually sJLl of the current production is coming from the 

three lower levels designated Nos. 4, 5, and 6. More than a kilometer of 

underground galleries hare been driven since the mine was begun, but many 

old galleries are nov inaccessible.

A compressor with a capacity of 125 cubic feet per minute at 90 

Ibs. per square inch supplies air* to rookdrills underground. Ore is broken 

with dynamite and trammed by hand in one-ton end-dump oars. About 60 tons 

per day are extracted, of which roughly half is waste. Underground operations 

have been hampered by the contamination of mine air with mercury vapor, a 

serious health hazard. Good ventilation is essential to success of the mine, 

and natural ventilation must be supplemented with electrically driven fans 

delivering air to the interior through 40 cm diameter plastic tubing. Workers 

underground are rotated to surface jobs at frequent intervals to avoid overly 

long exposure to the mercury vapor.

Ground support also has been a major operational problem and cost 

item* The host graphitic quarts-mica schist is structurally incompetent, 

and shearing coextensive with the mineralised zone has aggravated its natural 

weakness. The sheared schist yields plastically so that the walls and roof 

of galleries move inward, and supporting timbers must be replaced frequently, 

sometimes within intervals of a few days. Rails are twisted and displaced, 

disrupting ore-haulage. Reinforced concrete linings or closely spaced steel 

arches might solve the ground control problem, but at a very high cost.
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The present mill was constructed in 1967 in an effort to improve 

upon the previous mill in which native mercury was recovered by hand-operated 

apparatus* The new plant comprises ore-bin* Jaw-crusher, roller mills, jigs* 

mercury traps and various auxiliary equipment* Retorting or roasting* 

standard at other mercury nines around the world, is not practiced at Nueva 

Esperanza* Only native quicksilver is recovered* and associated cinnabar is 

discarded in tailing* The Bill is alleged to have a capacity of 100 tons 

per day but was treating only 30 tons per day in August 1967* The low out 

put may be attributable to operating adjustments during the initial shake: 

down period*

A total of 4,600 metric tons milled flaring 260 operating days in 

1967 yielded 192*2 flasks (6,631 kg), equivalent to a recovered tenor of 

0.144 fcg of mercury recovered per metric ton otf ore treated. True Hg tenor 

is appreciably higher than this because not aT. of the native quicksilver 

is recovered and the cinnabar is wasted* Assay control of mill heads and 

tailing is lacking, so a precise tenor and recovery factor cannot be given*
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IMS has no data on reserves. The mineralized zone is said to have 

a strike length of 35 m (Wokittel, 1953) and has been developed for about 

100 m dovn the dip. Late in 1968 an inclined winze was being sunk to a planned 

depth of 30 a to develop new ore below the No. 6 level. Results are not 

available. It is possible that the ratio of cinnabar to native mercury nay 

increase with depth to where the loss of mercury as sulf ide would become 

economically unacceptable. In this eventuality the present gravity system, 

which does not recover cinnabar, would have to be replaced by conventional 

roasting and distillation.

The recovered native mercury, said to be 99*97 percent pure, is 

poured into standard iron flasks of 76 Ib (34.5 kg) net for delivery to 

market. Principal buyers include Planta Golombiana de Soda (soda ash-chlorine 

plant) at Zipaquira", Pato Consolidated Gold Dredges Ltd., C£a, Minera de 

Narifio, and various paint, chemical, and pharmaceutical manufacturers. 

Virtually the entire output is consumed in Colombia, but a small proportion 

of the 1967 production was to be sold in the Latin American Common Market 

(A» Rivera, written common., 1968).
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Aguadas prospect

i

Very sparsely disseminated cinnabar and tiny droplets of native 

mercury occur in sheared graphitic quartz-aica schist and ohloritic green- 

schist correlative with the Valdivia Group near the bottom of the steep-sided 

valley of Quebrada El Mico, at an altitude of 1,520 m, 2.5 Inn southwest of 

Aguadas, Department of Caldas. The area is in Quadrangle J-8, mapped by 

Facultad Naoional de Minas, and was not studied in detail by Itft. The first 

published reference to mercury in this locality was by Morer and Nicholla 

(1962) who describe it as the "SI Socorro mine, 11 A concession to explore

for and mine mercury is said to be held by a syndicate of Caldas businessmen

(A. Sanchea, oral conmuru, 1967). In 1966 three short exploratory adits were 

driven into the hillside to cross-cut nortb-striking vertical to steeply 

eastward dipping foliation of the schist. One adit is 30 m long on a bearing 

N.30°E., the second 13 m long on a bearing N.4Q°3«, and the third was caved 

in and inaccessible in August 1967* All are at nearly the same elevation, 

a few asters above creek level. Half way in the 30-m adit, a single veinlst 

of milky quartz and calcite, 5 em wide, concordant w_ith the schist, contains 

sparsely disseminated flecks of cinnabar and i few very tiny globules of 

native mercury in cracks and in foliation in bhe adjacent schist* No mercury

mineral was seen in the 13 m adit, located 40

a few specimens of vein-matter and graphitic quartz-mica schist containing

sparse spots of cinnabar and tiny globules of

the dump. The third adit, on the opposite side of the creek and 250 m

m south of the 30 m adit, but

native mercury were found on
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downstream southeast from, the 18 m adit was inaccessible but said to contain 

sparse cinnabar and native mercury (M. Barsona, oral common., 1967). Work 

flu abandoned in 1966 with no mercury ever baring been produced here* Morer 

and Nicholls (1962) considered the 21 Mioo mercury prospect to hare little 

if any economic value, and the present authors agree0 However, the presence 

of mercury in each of three short adits separated by a horizontal distance 

of some 250 m, clearly suggests a geological environment favorable for mer 

cury, even though mineralization was too weak to form exploitable deposits 

at this particular location*
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Outlook for future prospecting

Several concessions to explore for and mine mercury within a 

belt 8 kit wide and 35 km long between Nueva Eeperanza mine and the Aguadas 

prospect have been granted in the past to various individuals or organizations 

by the Ministry of Mines and Petroleum* Personnel of IMN lack information 

on the ownership and current validity of these concessions, and have no 

knowledge of any mining works other than at the two above-described locali 

ties* However, this belt appears to be favorable ground in which to prospect 

for mercury. The terrane is very rugged with local relief of 500 m or more, 

but the region is fairly well populated acid traversed by an all-weather 

trunk road* Accessibility therefore is act so formidable an obstacle here 

as in many other parts of the zone. The geologic mapping in quadrangle 1-8 

by Pacultad Nacional de Minas, and that ir. the northern part of quadrangle 

K-8 by IMN will be useful as a general prospecting guide, but not

sufficiently detailed by itself to permit

targets. Exploration for mercury in the Jguadas-Aranzazu belt could best 

be accomplished in stages as follows t

1) Detailed reconnaissance; questioning of local residents; 

examination and appraisal of reported mercury occurrences; establishment 

of priorities giving emphasis to localities that show mineralization and a 

favorable geological environment, especially faults and shear zones in 

graphitic schists within a few kilometers of Tertiary andesite intrusives.

selection of specific exploration
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2) Geochemical analysis of soil and stream sediment samples to 

locate anomalous concentrations of mercury* The usefulness of small portable 

mercury vapor detectors in this work has been shown elsewhere (Hall, 1965), 

and has been demonstrated by preliminary tests made in the Aguadas-Aranzazu 

belt by IMS geologist Alfredo Indrade (written and oral commun9«* x 1967)*- 3b» 

use of this kind of apparatus also has been suggested by U.S.G.S. geophysicist 

W, J. Dempsey (written common,, 1968). A serious but not insurmountable 

handicap to this or any other geochemical technique is the strong downward 

creep and sliding of colluvium and eluvium in the ezeeedingly steep mountain 

ous terrene; it may cover mineralized ground, and possibly displace 

anomalies hundreds of meters from their original sources. Great care would 

be needed in the interpretation of any anomalies discovered.

3) Direct methods, such as test pitting, driving underground 

galleries, or diamond drilling should be employed as soon as targets have 

been indicated by steps 1 and 2. Geologic mapping on a scale of It 10,000 

or larger should immediately precede or be carried out concomitant with 

these works.
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Reconnaissance would reqaire an estimated 6 to 12 man-months,
i 

followed by 16 to 50 man-months of more detailed work on specific targets.

1 first-phase exploration program leading to the discovery of a potentially
[ 

exploitable mercury deposit probably would cost at least 1 million pesos

(US $ 53,000 at exchange rate of 17.25 pesos to US $L), and might very well 

cost several times that amount* Moreover, a discovery cannot be guaranteed, 

and if made, would demand further capital investsent of millions of pesos 

for mine development and construction of a recovery plant. Clearly, this

kind of venture is best undertaken by a flnanoia ,ly strong company with
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Chroaite 

Las Palms-Santa Siena

Chromite occurs very locally in a Vkm vide north-striking belt 

of serpentinite in schist aod amphibolite^ correlative with the Valdivia 

Group, at Las Palmas and Santa Blena, 10 km by road southeast of Msdellln* 

These small deposits have been known for some years (Singevald, 1949, p. 

92-93; Wokittel, I960, p, 151), but exploitation thus far has been sporadic 

and on a very small scale* The chromite occurs as seams and lentioles in 

serpentinite or dunite host, and in scattered float. The sparse surface 

exposures indicate reserves of only a few thousand tons of chromite of 

variable tenor. Small tonnages of material containing 30 percent Gr can be 

obtained by selective mining and careful hand picking,, Present exploitation 

is spasmodic and primitive in crude surface pits. The past production of 

crude shromite has not exceeded 200 tons per year, used mainly for coloring 

beer bottles and for .imalri ng chemicals and pigments. Recently a foundry in 

Medellln began adding crude chromite from Las Palmas to batches of steel 

in its electric furnaces to produce an alloy containing 1.5 percent Cr 

used to make grinding balls* Present consumption is said to be from 5 to 

10 tons per week of crude chromite containing 25 to 30 percent chromium. Small 

lots of crude chromite ore have been benef iciated by Wilfley tables at the 

Servicio Minero pilot plant in Medellfn to produce a 35 to 42 percent Cr concentrate 

used by the foundry to supplement the lump chromite. The results are said 

to be satisfactory to the company, but this mode of exploitation would not be 

considered economic in most industrialized nations. The known deposits 

cannot support a large-scale mining operation.
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Prospecting for large orebodies

Several industrial firms in Medellin hive expressed interest in 

further developing Las palmas chrooite deposits, but thus far have shown

little Inclination to accept the risks of investment in an exploration
I 
program having no guarantee of success* Exploration is further complicated

by the problem of land ownership, Ihe present surface-rights owners control 

the primitive small-scale mining on their land, and the IMN staff baa no 

knowledge of any valid mining concession for chromite in this area,

Ihe possibility is small of discovering large-tonnage hidden orebodies 

beneath the surface, but cannot be dismissed summarily. Probably direct 

exploration methods such as trenching, test-pitting, underground adits, and

diamond core-drilling are preferable to indirect geophysical methods. Magne

tometer surveys probably would be of little use because of negligible and non- 

predictable contrast of magnetic susceptibility between chromite and enclosing

ultramafic rocks, Gravimetric surveys might be helpful (W.J, Denpsey, U.S,G,S.,

oral connun,, 1968), but great care would be needed in making topographic and

altitude corrections in the broken terrane, The density contrast between 

chromite (h.3 ~ U.6) and serpentinite (2,5 - 2,6) is large, although associated 

uneerpentiniaed ultramafic or mafic rocks with intermediate densities 

(3«0 - 3,2) could complicate interpretation of anomalies.
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Manganese

The only significant deposits of manganese known in the zone are 

located in IIA, 4 km northwest of Santa Barbara in quadrangle J-3, 50 lot by 

highway south of Medellln. These hare been described by Botero R. (1945) 

and also were studied by R. Wokittel (1955) and by IMS geologist Darfo 

Velasquez H. (unpub. data, 1967).

Thin-bedded cherts intercalated with porphyritic tuff, greenstone, 

phyllite, quartzite, and marl crop oat on the east side of the Quebrada La 

Lena at an altitude slightly above 1,300 nu The age of these stratified 

rocks is not known precisely; they are tentiatively correlated with the 

Cretaceous Quebradagrande Formation (Botero A., 1963, p. 44-54). The beds 

strike predominantly north and dip steeply east. Manganif erous lenses 

concordant with dark green, red, and black chert lenses have a stratigraphic 

thickness of 3 to 8 m and an undetermined but evidently not great extension 

along strike (Velasquez, unpub. data, 1967). Botero R. (1945, p. 3H-316) 

identified the manganiferoos material as mainly tephroite and braunite, with 

superficial coatings of pyrolusite or wad. Two samples were studied by 

X-ray diffraction at the Faaultad Nacional de Minas by Peininger in June 

1969. One sample of massive black manganiferous material proved to be wholly 

braunite. The other sample was of red chert coated with black botryoidal films 

tentatively identified as vernadite.
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Hand-picked specimens may contain 50 percent or more of manganese,

but bodies of minable size are highly siliceous with an average tenor of
i

less than 30 percent Mn. Ten samples taken by Wokittel (1955) were analyzed
i 

as follows :

Composition of 10 samples; (percent)

Average

S1X>2

P*2°3

Al203

Mn

44.6 -

1.1-

1.0 -

.*-

85.6 70.4

10.8 5.8

15.2 5.7

29.1 9.4

Two samples especially selected 

yielded 24 and 38 percent Ma, with 55 and 

Wokittel, Botero R,, and Velasquez agreed

are not economically exploitable, and mate trial of the above composition would

not be classed as ore in other countries* 

recently began to add crude Santa Barbara 

electric furnaces to make manganese alloy 

crushers. Present consumption is said to

This is the first reported commercial exploitation 6f the Santa Barbara 

deposits.

by Botero R. (1945, p. 318)

37 percent Slg respectively.

that the Santa Barbara occurrences

However, a foundry in Ifedellfn 

"ore* to batches of steel in its 

used in ball mill linings and jav 

be from 5 to 10 tons per week.
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The possible origin of these manganiferous lenses is briefly 

touched upon, Botero R. (1945, p. 316-317) assumed the precipitation of 

manganese carbonate from meteoric solutions rich in manganese bicarbonate, 

presumably derived from the leaching of nearby igneous rocks. He suggested 

that tephroite and braunite vere formed after the original carbonate was 

oxidized, then attacked by silica-rich solutions. WokLttel (1955) proposed 

a hypogene origin with manganese oxides deposited in interstices of 

nquartzite" by solutions from an unknown source. He suggested that localized 

richer pockets may in part be a product of supergene enrichment.

Manganese deposits associated with marine sedimentary and volcanic 

rocks in other parts of the world are thought by some investigators to be 

syngenetio, related to submarine voleanism (Park and MacDiarmid, 1964, p. 

379-331; Hewett, 1966; Sorem and Gunn, 1967). This concept may be applicable 

to the Santa Barbara deposits. The manganiferous material and the chert, 

especially the dark red chert, occur together in a way that strongly suggests 

contemporaneous deposition, possibly around submarine springs related to 

volcanism on the ocean floor.
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Popper

Sparse, small, and localized manifestations of copper minerals

have been observed by II*! geologists during the course of the regional

mapping, but no premising copper prospect wets found in Zone H* Individual 

prospects are discussed briefly below. Sparse amounts of chalcopyrite are 

disseminated vith pyrite and other snlf ides in many gold-quarts veins* Tor 

lft, ores at the La Bramadora and Marmalo gold mines contain 0.1 percent

or less of copper, mainly as finely disseairated chalcopyrite* It is probable 

that ores at most of the small lode gold mires in the zone have a similar

tenor of copper, although specific data are

and method of operations it is wholly impractical to consider recovery of

copper. Frontino Gold Mines Ltd*, mills 550

lacking* At the present scale

tons per day of gold ore and

recovers the small quantities of contained lead and zinc by flotation, bat 

no copper*
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Buritica prospect

A detailed investigation was carried out by IMS intermittently 

between July 1964 and October 1966, of a prospect vest of the Rio Cauca 

near Borttica", Ltf) km by road northwest of MsdelHn. Disseminated pyrite, 

and sparse malachite films on fractures in hydrothermally altered rooks 

suggest an environment at Buritica favorable for concentrations of copper, 

and possibly other base-metals, gold and silver* The investigation included 

large-scale geologic mapping, diamond drilling, and analyses of channel 

staples and drill cores* Results were disappointing and only a brief 

summary of the geology and an appraisal of economic possibilities is given 

here*

Fine-grained pyrite is irregularly disseminated ill the altered 

vest-central part of a rudely circular Tertiary aadesite stock, 2 km in dia 

meter, intruded into Lover Cretaceous sedimentary and volcanic rocks and Upper 

Cretaceous (?) quartz diorite. The alteration products are mainly kaolin and 

propylite, and in places the rock has characteristics suggestive of an 

explosion breccia. Disseminated pyrite locally constitutes as much as 4 

percent of the altered andesite host, but average tenor of pyrite is no 

more than 2 percent.

Thirty-four channel samples were cut in andesite at exposures 

that shoved sparsely disseminated pyrite. Analyses of the samples are summa 

rized below s
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Metal Range of Tenor Arithmetic average tenor

Cu 

Pb 

Au

.01 - .07 percent 

,02 - 6.59 pei^ent

.0 - 4*0 g/ton
i 

.0 - 5,643.0 g/ton

 03 percent

 12 percent 

.34 g/ton

15.29

m - does not include two erratically high Ag assays

Two samples oat of the 34» 

galena, gave silver assays of 5,648 and 1, 

ively, bat the majority of assays for gold, 

traces only*

Four completed diamond drillholes 

averaging 66 a; assays of the cores are as

vith megascopically visible 

175 grams per metric ton respect- 

and silver were negative, or

ranged in depth from 37 to 86 m, 

follows t

Hole No. _2, 

No. of Samples 19

Arithmetic average tenor

JL

37 56 30

Cu, percent

Pb, percent

Zn, percent

Au, s/ton

Ag, g/ton

.066

.081

.17

0-tr.

0-tr.

.046

.029

.10

0-tr.

0-tr.

.065

.061

.11

0-tr.

0-tr.

.083

.15

.16

0-tr.

0-tr.
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Results of analysis of a broad range of surface and subsurface 

samples show that the Buritica" prospect is of little economic interest. The 

tenor of sulfides is much too small to support any kind of commercial raining 

operation, and further study is not recommended.

Toledo prospect

A small shoving of chalcopyrite with pyrite occurs in greenschist 

of the Valdivia Group in Qoebrada El Bique, 1,200 m north of El Brujo at the 

extreme northern edge of plancha a-6, Plate I, 7 km by mole trail vest of 

Toledo (Plate I, b-6). A mining concession for copper is-rumored to hare 

been applied for some years ago by a family named Pelaez, A single short 

adit has been driven 4»5 a into the hillside, 20 m above creek level, to 

expose a few seamlets of sulfide that are concordant with foliation of the 

north-striking, steeply east-dipping host schist*

Total width of the mineralized zone is about half a meter. 

Specimens assaying 2.5 percent Cu can be taken by careful picking, but tenor 

over a minable width (1m minimum) is estimated to be less than one percent 

of copper. No other base-metal minerals were seen.

The sulfide minerals probably represent mobilized syngenetic material 

redeposited along foliations and local shear-planes, or are vholly epigene 

deposits of hydrothermal magmatic origin. The slope above is completely 

covered by soil and brush, but judging from the character of the hostrock, 

the weak mineralization, and the absence of hydrothermal alteration, the proba 

bility of finding an' exploitable orebody is very low, and further work is 

not recommended.
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Anserma prospects

Two prospects containing copper minerals are known near Anserma, 

Department of Caldas* One is 2 km northwest of Anserma in a roadside quarry 

on the east side of the Rio Risaralda, the other is 3 km southwest of Anser

on the west side of the H£o Risaraldi

are very similar in character* Chalcocite, possibly supergene, with secondary 

malaohite-asurite coatings fills fractures in localized weakly developed 

shear zones in Cretaceous (?) aetabasalt* It is possible to pick specimens 

assaying 3 to 4 percent Cu, but the average tenor across a minable width

(1m minimum) is estimated at less than

reached by 2 km of trail* Both

1 percent of copper* The mineralized

zones have no continuity but fade out within a few meters along the strikes. 

No further exploration is recommended at the Anserma prospects*

Copper prospects nest of the R£O Cauoa

A large part of the area west 

Cordillera is outside of the boundaries 

but will be studied by Colombian geologists 

appropriate that the following comments

of the Bio Cauca, in the Western

of Zone II as defined in this report,

in the near future, and it is 

included in this report*
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Most copper prospects in the Western Cordillera, like those at 

Anaemia, are in or associated with Masozoic (Cretaceous?) basalt and green 

stone. This is an interesting and possibly significant relationship. The 

abundance of copper in most basalts (I to 300 ppm, average 123 ppm» based 

on 130 samples (Frinz, 1967, p. 273)) is significantly higher than that in 

the average igneous rock (70 ppm (Hawkes and Webb, 1962, p. 22)). The 

Western Cordillera prospects may have been produced by local migration and 

concentration of copper contained in the basaltic rooks themselves, as has 

been suggested for copper deposits associated with Precambrian basalt in 

Michigan, U.S.A. (White, 1968, p. 323). Nevertheless, that such a mechanism 

as postulated by White could produce copper deposits of economic size and 

tenor in the geologically young and little altered basalts of the Western 

Cordillera is doubtful. It is more probable that any concentrations of 

copper minerals that may be found associated with the Mesozoic basalts will 

be wholly epigene, deposited in faults or shear zones by ascending hydrothermal 

solutions residual from crystallization of basaltic magma that was forced 

upward from the earth's mantle.
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Pyrite, FeSjj, is widespread in Zone II, but as tiny accessory 

crystals a fraction of a millimeter across, sparsely disseminated in a variety 

of rocks. It has not been found concentrated in massive deposits. Pyrite,. 

rarely exceeding 10 percent by weight ami usually accompanied by very sparse 

amounts of other sulfides, is disseminated in the quartz veins exploited

for gold. Frontino Gold Mines Ltd. near

day of pyrite in tailing from ore containing an average of 8.6 percent of

pyrite. Some years ago, the company considered building a pyrite roasting 

plant to make sulfuric acid as a byproduct, but their study showed that a 

minimum feed of 60 tons per day of pyrit* was required for an economic ope 

ration, and the project had to be abandoned (M.E. Burke, Frontino Gold Mines

Ltd*, general manager, personal commun,,

Segovia discards about 40 tons per

1968).

Small gold mines such as Manna'bo and La Bramadora extract an 

aggregate total estimated very roughly ai 1,500 tons per year of pyrite with 

their gold ores. None of this is saved, and at the present scale and method 

of operations, its recovery is neither practical nor economic.

Geologists of IMN have reported showings of massive pyrite along

side the road, 1 km southeast of Ituango (Plate I, a-4). Thin nearly vertical

lenses of fine-grained massive pyrite occur in a 4 m wide zone in host green- 

schist of the Valdivia Group. The lenses are much too small to be of economic 

interest, but their presence suggests a g;eological environment favorable for 

massive pyrite bodies. The area may deserve further investigation should the 

economic feasibility of a pyrite-roasting plant In Colombia be proven in the 

future.
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Lead and ainc

The recovery of byproduct galena and sphalerite concentrates by 

Frontino Gold Mines Ltd, has already been mentioned under the section on 

gold and silver* La Braioadora gold mine has shipped about 120 tons per year 

of Wilfley-table bulk sulfide concentrate containing 2 or 3 percent each 

of lead and zinc to 1'inerican Smelting and Refining Co. at Selby, California; 

however, the value of the concentrate is more in contained gold and silver 

than in base-metals* The ores at other small lode gold mines contain minor 

amounts of galena and marmatite or sphalerite but recovery is not practicable 

with the present methods and scale of operation* No deposits workable 

primarily for lead and zinc are known in Zone H*
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BOHMBTALLIC RESOURCES
i 

Cemnint raw'materials

Portland eensnt industry in Zone II

Ihe manufacture of portland eeaent is an important industry in 

Zone II, and the annual gross value of the consumed rav materials alone 

nay exceed that of any other mLneral commodity produced in the zone, 

excluding gold. Certainly the gross value of the cement manufactured froa 

these rav materials is greater than tha value of any other mineral or 

mineral derivative produced in Zone II   Table 3 lists the four cement 

companies operating in the sone, their daily olinker capacity, and 

approximate tonnage of finished cement produced in 1967* Brief descriptions

of these operations are given in the text

About 1.7 tons of rav materials 

finished cement (Clausen, I960, p. 211).

following the table.

are needed to make one ton of 

Consumption of cement rav

materials in 1967 in Zone II is estimated! as follows i

Bsi'd metric tons used in 1967

Caloite marble 

Argillaceous materials 

Iron materials 

Gypsum

Total

\f includes 2,000 tons of sand at Hare 
2/ consumed by Ceoantos Caldas

750,000

172,000

10,000

28,000

960,000

2/
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In addition to the above, an estimated 140,000 tons of subbituni- 

nous coal vere burned in the kilns of El Cairo and Galdas and 210,000 

barrels of fuel oil from Barrancaberme ja in the Nare kilns*

Table 3

Ceaent production in Zone II, 1967

Company

Cementos 1H. 
Cairo

Plant 
location

Sta. Barbara, 60 kto 
south of Medellfn

Process No. of Daily 
kilns clinker 

capacity
(metric tons)

Production 
finished cemen 
(metric tons)

Cementos del West bank Magdalena 
Nare z±tar 22$ km east of

Medellfn by rail

Cementos Caldas Neira, 20 km north
of Manizales

Wet

Wet

Wet

Cla, Cemento 
Argos

Medellin

1,000

600

650

1,200

230,000

U7,000

100,000

218,000

Notes t

\/ Data from individual company officials

2/ Clinker production only; 70 percent of El Cairo clinker is finish-ground

at Argos 1 mill* Houghly 100,000 tons per year of finished cement made by

El Cairo's own finish grinding plant. 

2/ Includes 24,600 tons of white cement, 

ij Cemento Argos does not make olinker; operates finishing mill only, fed by

clinker from El Cairo's kilns; also grinds some Nare clinker. 

jj/ Grinding capacity

6/ Finished cement from clinker produced outside.
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Cementos 21 Cairo

This wet-process plant was constructed in 1943 near the town of 

21 Cairo, 9 tat southeast of Santa Barbara, and has a daily clinker burning 

capacity of 1,000 metric tons. The quarry is in a lens of marble 350 m long and 

120 m wide, that strikes northeast and dips steeply southeast. The lens is

enclosed within schist correlative with the Valdivia Group, This calcareous

lens may have been a bioherm formed in a locally shallow part of the great 

eugeosynclinal trough in which were deposited the fine grained sediments that 

later were metamorphosed to Valdivia Group schists. The metamorphism re- 

crystallized the bioherm to marble, destroying all fossils. The marble is 

crushed and milled in a plant near the Quarry and pumped as a slurry through 

4. km of 8-in. steel pipeline to silos naar the kilns. Marble reserves are 

limited but appear large enough to support the plant for at least another 

10 years.

kilns.

Argillaceous material providiag 

is excavated from a hillside near the 

lite derived by the decomposition of 

analyses supplied by the company of the 

percent) are s

alumina and silica for the raw

, and consists of soil and sapro 

quartz-sericite schist. Typical 

two main raw mix ingredient* (in
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Calcareous ingredient Argillaceous ingredient

Si02 3.06 66.58

2.01 16.12

1.19 6.08

CaO 48.37 3.03

HgO 1.17 1.36 

Loss on ignition 39.10 * 5*40

Total 99.90 98.57

Subbituminous coal is trucked 58 km from Amaga', dried and 

pulverized at the plant to fire the kilns. Coal is consumed at a rate 

of 400 tons per day. About 100,000. tons per year of cement is finished at 

El Cairo's plant, but most of the clinker is trucked 60 km to Medellfn 

to be finished in the plant of Cia. de Cementos Argos S. A.
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Gementos del Nare S. A.

This plant, constructed in 1933 near the confluence of the Hios 

Nare (or Saman£ Norte) and Magdalena, is connected to Medellfn by 225 ka of 

narrow-gauge railroad* Two rotary kilns have a combined capacity to produce 

500 tons per day of portland cement; one smaller kiln has capacity to 

produce 100 tons per day of unite cement. A quarry is located on the banks

of the Rio Samana* Norte 15 km upstream 

with clayey soil is made into slurry at

from the kilns. Haw marble mixed 

the crushing and grinding plant

near the quarry and delivered to the kilns via a 13 km long double pipeline, 

one pipe 5-in., the other 6-in. in diameter. Clay-rich saprolite from a 

small pit near the plant is added to the raw mix when needed. A small 

amount of alluvial sand is added at times to raise silica to required 

stoichiometric proportions. Iron-free kaolin from La Uni6*n is added to the 

marble slurry for white cement.

Reserves of marble in the 

of tons and much of it is 95 percent 

of Mg and Fe.

Cal30

area are measurable in millions 

with less than 1 percent each
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An associated company, Colombians de Garburo y Derivados S.A., 

operates an electric furnace with capacity to produce 35 tons per day of 

calcium carbide, GaC^ (G6*mez A., 1966), The furnace operates on electricity 

produced by Gementos del Nare's hydroeleetric power plant near the marble 

quarries. Haw materials include quick-lime made by calcining marble in a 

small rotary kiln, and coke from Belencito, Boyaca", or anthracite coal from 

northeastern Santander« Production is about 10,000 tons per year of which 

7,000 tons is consumed in the manufacture of polyvinyl chloride at the 

company's plant in Cajica, Gundinamarca, 30 km north of Bogota1 , and the 

remainder is used in acetylene generators and in miner's lamps.

Gementos Galdas S.A.

This plant, constructed in 1959 near Neira, 20 km north of Maniza- 

les, Department of Caldas, has two rotary kilns, each of 325 tons per day 

ell nicer capacity* Because of limited market, only one of the kilns was in 

operation during most of 1967, although both were reported in service in 

August 1963. Four km east of the plant a lens of finely crystalline gray 

marble, 200 m long and 20 m wide dips steeply eastward, enclosed within quartz- 

sericite schists correlative with the Valdivia Group. The lenticular form and 

limited extent of this calcareous body suggests that it also may have originated 

as a bioherm as proposed earlier for the marble lens at El Cairo. Crushed 

marble is transported to the plant by 4 km of aerial cableway. Magnesia and 

silica are variable, requiring constant control and blending at the plant. 

Reserves are limited and may be exhausted by 1980.
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Clay, trucked from an open pit 3 ka east of the kilns, is derived 

from deeply veathered decomposed andesi'iic tuff* This material of volcanic 

origin is relatively rich in potassia ill comparison to most argillaceous 

materials used in cement making. It is reported that 125 tons per month of 

kiln dost containing 5 percent KgO and 40 percent CaO are sold as a byproduct 

to a compnay in Manizales that uses this dust as a raw material in the prepa 

ration of blended fertilizers.

add 3d

As both the marble and clay 

day of ferruginous material must be 

which contains about 33 percent 

of loose volcanic cinder on the slopes 

Ruiz, 40 km southeast of Manizales, and

are poor in iron, about 35 tons per 

to the raw mix. This material, 

Ls token from a one-meter thick mantle 

f the dormant volcano, Nevado del 

is trucked 60 km to the cement plant.

kilns in Medellfn fed by oalcite marble 

southwest of Maceo in IIB. The 120-km

and two of the kilns were moved to Nare

Argos plant was converted to a finish-grinding operation having a capacity

of 1,200 tons per day, fed by clinker c 

Cementos del Hare. About 4 percent of

Cia. de Cementos Argos S.A.

This company, founded in 1934» originally operated three rotary

quarried near San Jos4 del Nos 

rail haul proved to be uneconomical, 

, and the third to SI Cairo. The

hie fly from El Cairo, but also from 

crude gypsum, from Mesa de los Santos

in Santander or the Guajira peninsula, is ground with the clinker as a retardant.
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Carbonate rock reserves in eastern Antioquia

Reserves of calcite marble and crystalline limestone are 

measurable in billions of tons in eastern Antioquia, subzone HB, although 

very limited in subzone HA* Figure 2 shows the distribution of carbonate 

rock bodies in a narrow belt between Segovia on the north and Ajuitania 

on the south. Chemical data are lacking, but it seems probable that much 

of this carbonate rock would prove suitable for the manufacture of portland 

cement, as at Nare« Host of this region is sparsely inhabited in rugged 

terrane so that poor accessibility and distance from market and a suitable 

source of energy are handicaps to development at present.
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Olar

Clay was little studied by IMN. General studies of elay in Antio-

quia were made at the Faoultad Nacional 

others, 1966, p. 3-53; Ellwanger, 1966

de Minas in Medellfn (Suescdn and 

9 p. 55-132). Private companies such

as Locerfa Golombiana S.A. and Erecos sLA, have made extensive studies of 

clay resources in Colombia but their data are unpublished* In general, the 

better quality clays used in industry oscur in areas outside of that mapped 

by IMS.

A mantle of iron-stained saprolite overlies most rocks in Zone II, 

and is especially prominent on the Antioquian batholith* Good quality 

kaolin deposits are much less common thim the saprolite mantle; that at La 

Uni6*n is perhaps the most important* Snail backyard brick-and-tile kilns 

using saprolite are so numerous as to constitute an important industry, 

although statistics are lacking. The majority of buildings in every city and

town have brick walls and are roofed wi1 

and tiles are cheap and have been tradil

so that their use in small buildings may be expected to continue well into 

the future*
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Kaolin at La Uni<5n

This deposit, located in IIA on the outskirts of the town of La 

Uni6*n, 55 km by road southeast of Jfedellln, has been knovn and exploited 

for many years (Nicholls 7., I960). It is developed within the central part 

of a cupola of the Antioquian batholith that covers approximately 65 sq km, 

and is surrounded by amphibolite and schist correlative with the Valdivia 

Group* The cupola is separated from the main batholith by a 3 ton-wide 

septum of schist. The clay deposit itself is limited to a few square kilo 

meters near the center of the cupola. Previous workers have stated that La 

Uni<5n kaolin is a residual product of weathering and decomposition of tonalite 

(Suesoun, and others, 1966, p, 22-44; Nicholls, I960), However the present 

authors consider that hydrothermal alteration played a role in formation of 

the kaolin at La Uni<5n for the following reasons i

a) Depth, Suesc&n, and others 0.966, p, 40) reported drillholes 

45 & deep that did not encounter fresh rock, Dietrich Paetsch (oral commun,, 

1967), director of raw materials research for Locerla Colombiana S.A., reported 

at least one drillhole 30 m deep in which there was no appreciable change 

in the kaolin. Complete kaolinization to these depths by subaerial weathering 

is unlikely.
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b) Whiteness. The kaolin at La Uni6*n is white or cream-colored. 

Saprolite produced by the normal weathering of tonalite is red or brown from 

the oxidation of iron in the accessory bilotite and hornblende. Analyses of La 

Uni6*n kaolin typically show less than 1.5 percent Fe20^ in contrast to 3 to 

8 percent in normally weathered tonalite. It is difficult to «*plqin the

whiteness and low iron content by weathering; on the other hand, bleaching 

is a common hydro-thermal alteration phenomenon* It may be argued that the 

tonalite at La Unio*n is an alaskitio or falsic facies of the Antioquian 

batholith poor in mafic minerals. No direct evidence supports this idea; on 

the contrary, the batholith, which is noteworthy for its uniformity, 

normally contains more than 15 percent mafic minerals and between 5 and 8 

percent combined JfeO? and Fe00

o) Localized occurrence. Extensive areas elsewheee underlain by

tonalite, subject to the same weathering, do not have kaolin deposits of
i 

like quality. |
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The material is doainantly kaolinite with lesser quartz* Igneous 

texture of the parent rook is perfectly preserved. The quartz grains are 

removed by M*f*M*g and screening at the pit, and are used as ceramic silica* 

Another striking feature of the deposit is the presence of platy grains, 2 

to 5 ma in disaster, perfectly pseudomorpaic after mica, that are composed 

of pure kaolinite according to analyses by Paetach and others (1963). The 

altered mica probably was biotite, the main accessory in the Antioquian 

batholith tonalite, Muscovite is rare in the batholith. This complete kao- 

linization of mioa at La Union may be interpreted as additional evidence 

favoring a hydrothermal origin* Mica generally is resistant to weathering 

(Deer, and others, 1962, v. 3, p. 70), and often is preserved in saprolite 

as shiny flakes* Complete alteration of mica to kaolinite is common in 

zones affected by acidic hydrothermal fluids (Deer, and others, 1962, v«3, 

p, 208-209). The outer rim of the tonalite cupola logically would have 

crystallized first, entrapping hydrothermal fluids that could have deuterically 

altered the central core to kaolinite.
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The following data concerning the vertical profile of the La

Uni<5n deposit have kindly been furnished by Dietrich Paetsch (oral common,, 

1963): The deposit is overlain by a mantle 1.5 m thick of gray material 

amorphous to X-rays, probably mainly allophane, with some organic matter,

and as much as 10 percent free quartz.

lighter-gray layer containing approximately 65 percent kandite, either

kaolinite or metahalloysite or a mixture 

from 30 percent in the upper part of the

party 25 percent quartz, and 5 percent gibbsite. This second layer grades 

abruptly in$o the main body of white clay beneath, composed of approximately 

60 percent kaolinite, 12 percent halloyaite, and 27 percent quartz. The

igneous texture so well preserved in the

This is underlain by a 1 m-thick,

of these, halloysite which grades 

layer to 15 percent in the lower

main body is only faintly discernible

in the second layer and is not visible in the top layer. This profile could 

have been produced by subaerial weathering of the kaolinite body, the bulk 

of which was formed by hydro-thermal alteration of tonalite.
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Representative chemical analyses of La Uni6n kaolin follow:

Si°2

Ti02

CaO

MgO

U«04

37.S3

1.05

.U

.38

.21

.38

n.a

a. a

15.32

48.8

33.7

.9

.6

1.0

.5

n.a

,5

.1

H.3
   ^    M

total 99.95 100.4

1. Nicholls (I960, sample no. EN-207).

2. Washed and screened La Uni^n kaolin, analyzed at the 

laboratory of Centrales de Servicio Cornoa S.A. in 

Medellfn.
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Production in 196? of kaolin from Loceria Colombiana's main pit at 

La Union is estimated at 19,000 metric tons; an additional 15,000 metrio 

tons is taken yearly from other nearby pits* The material is trucked to 

Mmtellfn for use in the manufacture of chinanare, wall-tile, electrical 

insulators, sanitary ware, and other ctiramic products* Lesser amounts of

kaolin are used as fillers, especially

In 1967 BfH assisted Loceria 

testing of crude La Union kaolin as a 

coater and paper- and rubber-filler 

the U*S*A* The results showed that 

these uses, but beneficiation might 

beneficiation tests were not made, 

of processing La Union clay to produce 

reserve may be measurable in tens of

kxLombiana S*A* in arranging for

in pesticides, paints and plastics*

source of high-grade aaper- 

clitys by thr***1 large k^l^n companies in 

crude La Union clay is not suitable for

satisfactory products* Complete 

Future research may prove the feasibility

high-grade coaters and fillers* The 

millions of tons*



Other knolln deposits

clays occur in a number of places in Zone II, but none 

match La Uni6*n clay in purity and whiteness, ease of exploitation and size 

of reserve. Kaolin at Carmen de Viboral, 13 km north of La Uni6*n, is similar 

to the latter in mode of occurrence but is less pure. Carmen de Viboral 

formerly was the site of about a dozen small ceramic plants making inexpensive 

chinaware, vases, and decorative ware, but after establishment of modern 

large-scale ceramic * plants in Medellfn, all but two or three of the small 

plants were forced to close. Highly plastic kaolin clay is taken in small 

quantities from Gnarne, 25 km by road east of Msdellfn, and transported 

kaolin derived from weathered Antioquian batholith is taken from open pits 

in alluvium near Rionegro, 40 km by road southeast of Medellfn, Mudstone 

beds intercalated with coal seams at the western edge of Zone II along the 

east bank of the Rio Cauca, as for example at Amaga* and Sopetran (Suescdn, 

and others, 1966, p, 43) * are composed of transported impure kaolin but quality 

is poor.
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Weathered felsic toff of Cenozoic age, partly decomposed to

kaolin, was noted by IMM geologist Jaime Duiun alongside the highway near La 

Ceiba 15 ka north of Anserma, Department of Galdas. This material is high 

in silica (69 percent SiC^) bat low in iron (0.9 percent Fe^), and could 

conceivably be used in ceramics. Reserves nay be large but have not been

proven. Another deposit was observed by 1MB

by road west of Anserma, Department of Caldas, near Hacienda Monte Grande

200 m north of the main road toward Mistrat4

finely gritty and nonplastic. It has been exploited sporadically on a very

small seale for making ceramic tiles and cl<

The material is interpreted as a localized bydrothermal alteration product 

of Tertiary (?) hornblende diorite; reserves are not known.

geologist Jorge Munoz 15 km

The material is white, very

insing powder in Manizales.
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Refractory raw materials*

The Ereeos refractories plant in Medellfn makes a thousand tons 

per month of refractory brick at ASTM specifications, in a wide assortment 

of compositions, shapes and sizes. Kaolin clay is the principal raw material, 

but other materials, both domestic and imported, also are used as shown in 

the following list *

Item

Bentonite

Graphite

Est'd tons 
used per year

Kaolin

Kaolin

Kaolin

Kaolin

Diatomaoeous 
earth

Silica sand

Feldspar

Bauxite

Corundum

4,800

600

4,800

1,200

600

120

120

3,000

10

60

12

Source Remarks

La Uni6*n, Antioquia contains >35$

Guarne, Antioquia highly plastic

Rionegro, Antioquia good workability

Arcabuco, Boyacl good plasticity

Zarzal, Valle 

Angel6polls,Ant, 

La Geja, Aatioquia 

Guyana (Alcan) 

Germany (Lonzawerke)

U.S.A. (American
Colloid Co.)

U.S.A. (Asbury,
Vermont)

for insulating brick 

for silica brick 

glazing agent 

high alumina product

special heavy 
duty products

for binding agent 

in furnace taps

Imported materials constitute only 20 percent by weight but roughly 

40 percent of the value of the total raw materials used.
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High-alumina clays and flint clays hare not so far been recognized 

in Zone n. A thin patchy mantle of sandy kaolin-rich saprolite containing 

about 5 percent of gibbsite as veinlets and nodules occurs near Llanos de 

Cuiva' (see "Bauxite11 ) f but the crude material has no value as a refractory 

raw material, and it would be uneconomic to attenpt to separate the gibbsite 

from its impure saprolite matrix*

Ibnclay materials that might be used in basic refractories 

include chromite and associated high-magnesia ultramafic host rocks near

Las Palmae and Santa KLena, 10 km southeast of Medellih (see "Ghromite"), 

Dolomite near Amal.fi (see "Dolomite") may be satisfactory as a basic

refractory raw material but has not so far

demand in Colombia has not been great enough to economically justify the

establishment of a special facility at the

been used for this purpose* The

Erecos plant to make basic

refractories from domestic materials. Potential ganister for silica brick

occurs near Amalfi (see "Quartz and silicaj sand")* Andalusite, an aluminum
i

silicate used in high-alumina refractory products, occurs in a number of 

places in the zone as rodlike crystals disseminated in aluminous sericite 

schist, and also as clasts in alluvium* However, these deposits are not 

commercially exploitable at present (see "tadalusite").
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Goal 

General statement

Although, the study of coal was specifically excluded from the BCN 

program, subbituminous coal deposits are one of4 the most important resources 

in the zone and deserve mention in this review. During the field mapping, 

Ii«ff geologists encountered lignitic to subbituminous coal-seams in Tertiary 

clastic sediments, notably 10 km southeast of Puerto Antioquia (Plate I, e-l), 

3 km eaat of Ituango (Plate I, a-A), 10 km south-southwest of Ituango (Plate 

I, a-5), near Tbyugano Tillage (Plate I, a-6), and 9 ka north of Sabanalarga 

(Plate I, a-7). These are of negligible iaportance at present, either because 

of isolated location, or because the beds are thin or poor in quality. 

Economically exploitable coal beds occur along the western margin of Zone IE 

in a north-trending belt 1 to 14 km wide, extending from Sopetrin on the 

north, some 70 km southward past the towns Ebe'jico, Heliconia, Titiribl, 

Amag£, Venecia, and Fredonia (Grosse, 1926, p. 101-161). Coal in Antioquia 

is noncoking, except some seams near Titiribi which may have been affected 

by adjacent andeaite sills. Reserves within the Amaga1 basin are measurable 

in hundreds of millions of tons (Grosse, 1926, p. 330-331). A description 

of the largest coal mine in the area follows.
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El Silenoio mine

The El Silenoio mine, 2.5 km north, of Amag6, is the most important 

mine in the district, and the second largest coal mine in Colombia. Industria 

Hullera S.A., operator of the El Silencio mine, is a private company owned 

jointly by Gementos El Cairo S.A., Coltejer, and Fabricate. The last two are

large textile companies. The mine has been 

ownership since 1940.

operating under its present

The workings, comprising many kilometers of underground galleriesj 

are developed in an open syncline plunging 12° SStf. The three main coal 

seams range in thickness from 1.2 to 2.2 m, Bind are separated from each other 

by beds of sandstone and claystone as much as L4 m thick. Individual coal

seams are commonly underlain by massive gray

particular value for fireclay, according to the mine management), and overlain

by fine-grained massive gray silty sandstone

Oligocene age according to Van der Hammen (1953, p, 113).

The coal is black with a brownish-black streak, has a bright luster,

blocky conchoidal fracture, hardness of 2.5,

Quality is relatively good for coal of subbituminous rank. Grosse (1926-$*126- 

127) gives proximate analyses of 20 samples :'rom the Amaga* basin, which are 

summarized below. One analysis of a recent (sample from the El Silencio mine 

also is given.

claystone (apparently of no

The sediments are of Late

and specific gravity of 1.3.
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20 samples of coal from 
Aaaga1 basin

Fixed carbon

Volatilea

Moisture

Ash

Sulfur

Calorific yield (cal/Kg)

average

4,9.7

41.0

8.1

3.0

.6

5,800

range

42-59

30-43

4-11

1-6

.4-1.2

5,070-6,270

Typical coal, 
El Sileocio nine I/

49.8

37.9

9.4

2.4

.5

6,120

I/ Analysis furnished by Industria Hullera, S.A., Medellin 

The low sulfur and ash are noteworthy,

Main haulageways are horizontal adits 2.0 by 1.8 m, with singles 

track narrow-gauge rail. One-ton c apacity side-dump mine cars are trammed 

by small diesel locomotives to haul timber and supplies to the interior of the 

mine but are not used for coal haulage* The 12° to 15° dip allows the long- 

wall mining system to be employed.
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Longwalls of 180 m total length are made parallel to the dip by 

an electric-driven rotary coal-cutter which takes 60 cm wide cuts with each 

pass. A small charge of explosives is needed to break down the upper part 

of the seam not reached by the cutter* After a cut is completed, the roof 

supports are advanced and the cutter-machine and its conveyor are moved ahead 

for another pass. The roof over the mir.ed-out portion of the seam is allowed 

to collapse behind the longwall* A high extraction factor is achieved by

this system, and production is claimed to be 

the longwall and almost 2 tons per man-shift 

transported to the surface by a 1.8 -km-long 

belt conveyor of 200 tons per hour capacity*

about 4 tons per man-shift at 

, overall* Broken coal is 

electrically driven continuous

Waste roc£ is picked off the moving belt by a pair of workers at
i

the portal, but no other form of beneficiation is practiced, and unscreened 

run-of-mine lump coal is loaded from bins directly into 8-ton trucks for 

haulage to Medellin or El Cairo* The price iper metric ton, f.o.b* mine, is 

60 pesos (about US 13.50). Output is about 1(00 tons per day with a working 

force of 420 men working too 8-hour production shifts daily except Sundays and 

holidays* The El Silencio mine can easily increase current output by at

least 50 percent, but is limited by the markot and competition from numerous
*

small mines nearby. The entire production ii\ consumed in firing El Cairo's 

cement kilns, in generating steam used in th<« textile-manufacturing processes, 

and in Coltejer's thermal electric-generating plant in Medell£n.
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Reserves within the El Silencio concession are adequate to sustain 

current output of 200,000 tons per year for several decades (A. Chinchilla, 

mine manager, oral common., 1963)*

Other nines in the Anaga* district

The Carbon San Fernando S.A. mine, a few km east of El Silencio, 

is the second most important mine in the Aaaga* district, and produces 250 

tons daily. About 30 smaller mines are worked sporadically in primitive 

fashion by local campesino miners* The aggregate production of these mines, 

about 11,000 tons per month, is consumed by local industries and in house* 

hold cooking. Production in the district could be increased greatly if there 

were an economic outlet*
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Other coal deposits in Zone II

i

Additional deposits of sobbituminous coal crop out south of 

the Agagd district, along the western margin of Zone II in the Department of 

Caldas, especially near Riosueio where one aloe yields 30 to 50 tons per day 

to fire kilns of Gemento Caldas S.A. at Neira, Several small mines near 

Qninchfa hare been in operation for many years (Fetzer, 1941)* The seams, 

presumably correlative with the Upper Oligoceae at Amaga', are of coking
b

grade, although friable and subject to high losses in fines (Wokittel, I960, 

p. 69-73)* Other small deposits hare been observed by IMN geologists 10 

km southeast of Quinchfa where 2 m thick seam3 of Tertiary coal dipping 

steeply eastuard crop oat along the railroad on the east bank of the Rio 

Gauca, and 1.5 km east of Aranzazu, where a 3.5 m thick zone of lignitic coal

of poor quality is intercalated with Tertiary

15° to 30° E in Quebrada del Sargento (A. Andiraie, written commua, 1968).

General statement

Statistics are not available, but tlie annual gross value of crushed 

rock and alluvial sand and gravel for use as i-oad metal and as aggregate for 

construction throughout the zone must be measurable in millions of pesos, and 

probably is exceeded by few other mineral commodities. Construction raw 

materials were not especially studied by IMN, but the geologic maps, Plates I, 

II, and III, should be useful in future searches for these materials.

clastic sediments that dip
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Crashed rock

Roadside quarries opened by the Ministry of Public Works or by 

private construction contractors usually are worked with a single portable 

air-compressor and one or two rook drills* Use of explosives is kept to a 

minimum. Most small municipal quarries are entirely manual, worked by 

groups of oampesinos who laboriously pick rock from the face and crush it by 

ha id. A wide variety of rock materials are taken, including Cretaceous Aatio- 

quian batholith tonalite, a good aggregate material when not too decomposed, 

Paleozoic amphibolite and schist, which tends to be friable and to break into 

platy fragments. Paleozoic gneiss, Mesozoic greenstone or metabasalt, and 

even Meaozoic serpentinite, the latter a very poor aggregate in concrete but 

useful as a sub-course fill on roads because it crushes and compacts readily 

under the roller. In many cases little attention is paid to the kind of rock 

or its quality, the main requirements being convenient location and ease of 

extraction. Quality control is practiced at large construction projects such 

as dams or paved highways.
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Alluvium

i

Msdellin and its suburbs are by far the largest consumer of aggregate
i

materials in the zone. The balk of these materials is taken from the banks 

of the R£o Hedellin, especially in pits near the suburb of Galdas, south of 

Medellfn, and near Bello and Girardota, north of the city, and from the Quebrada 

Iguana" on the vest side of the city* Poorlj sorted sand and polymict gravel 

commonly are used without treatment. Some few users, concerned with the quality

and strength of the concrete they intend to

and grading to insure properly designed mix as. For example, Cla.de Cemeatos 

Argos operates a modern ready-mix batching plant adjacent to its cement-finishing

plant, with the capacity to make 430 cubic

make, insist upon washing, screening,

»ters daily of ready-to-poor

concrete, prepared to ASTM specifications aid delivered to its customers by 

a fleet of nine mixer-trucks. Alluvium from the Rio Medellin is washed and 

graded prior to use. Alluvial materials also are used in asphalt paving.

One batching plant operated by the city of Medellin produces 60,000 metric

tons per year of hot paving mix from crushed gravel taken from the Rio 

Madellin and petroleum asphalt railed 300 ki from refineries at Barranca- 

benneja.
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Weathered igneous rock

Several factories in Medellln make hollow cement block and pipe 

using finely-crushed semi-decomposed Tertiary (?) granodiorite taken from 

their own quarries near the city and mixed with domestic portland cement* 

These plants can produce several hundred tons daily of blocks and pipe with 

modern automated high-pressure molding machinery, and constitute a thriving 

Industry. Decomposed granodiorite also has been washed and screened to obtain 

vsand* for wall plaster and mortar* This material contains a clay component 

which is said to have a pozzolanic reaction with cement, yielding a high- 

strength concrete (H.vom Stauffen, mining consultant, oral commun., 1969)*

Lightweight aggregate material

Apparently little attention has been given by the Colombian 

construction industry to lightweight aggregate materials, but two potential 

sources of these are known in Zone II.

Samples of black Cretaceous shale near Amalfi (Plate II, a-3), 

144 ta by road northeast of Madellfn, bloat at 950°C, and represent a potential 

source of bloated lightweight aggregate. Further testing would be needed to 

prove feasibility, but the reserves of potentially bloatable shale are believed 

to be sufficient to support a commercial operation*
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Hillslopes a few kilometers east of Manizales, Department of Caldas,

are covered with a mantle of Holocene pumice fragments 0*3 to 3*0 cm across,

ejected from, nearby volcano Nevado del Huiz (presently dormant). The white 

to light gray pumice floats on water until it becomes saturated, and conceivably 

could serve as a lightweight aggregate and insulating material. It has been 

used by Ceznentos Caldas to make pozzolanic cement (F. Arenas, plant manager, 

oral common., l?67)o Reserves are unknown, but an area comprising many

hectares is covered with the pumice mantle to 

meters.

depths ranging between 1 and 3

Amalfi

An east-trending lens of marble 4 

II, a-3), 144 &B by road northeast of Medellia 

in width from 160 m at its eastern and to 300 

enclosed in sericite schist correlative with 

of the lens is fairly pure oalcite marble, bub 

Reserves of dolomite marble, based on a detailed 

Lozano and H. Kestrepo, are only 600,000 metric 

of the lens comprises an estimated 39 million

northwest of ^malfi (Plate

, is about 1 km long and ranges

m at its western end. It is

the Valdivia Group. The bulk

the east and is dolomitic.

study by IMN geologists H. 

tons, whereas the remainder 

metric tons of calcite marble.
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It is not clear why only a small part of the lens is dolomitic, 

nor whether it is primary dolomite, or secondary. This body may have originated 

as a bioherm reef, as suggested for nondolomitic lenses near £1 Cairo, Antio- 

quia and Neira, Caldas, which are sources of cement raw material. Marmariza- 

tion would have destroyed any fossils in the original carbonate. The dolondLtio 

marble is white or cream colored and has a fine-grained (0.5 mm) sugary 

texture* Adjacent calcite marble in the same lens is medium-grained (2 to 4 

mm) and gray. The two rocks are easily distinguished in the field. Analyses 

(in percent) of typical specimens follow t

Ifarble 

Dolomitic Galeitic

CaO 33.29 55.51

MgO 18.07 .01

Si02 .# .60

.U .11

.22 .05

Mn trace trace

Ti trace trace

P nil nil

HaO - .04 .00

Loss on ignition 46.77 43.28

Total 98.65 99.56 

(Analyses made by Servicio Minero, Ministerio de Minas y Petro*leos, Medell£n)
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Low silica, less than 1*5 percent Si02, and low iron, less than

0,4 percent , ar9 characteristic of both materials* Not all of the

dolomitic part of the lens is as high in magnesia as the above analysis; 

some parts contain only 6 to 12 percent tygO, equivalent to magnesian limestone 

rat ler than dolomite; theoretical dolomite, GaMg (CO-^, contains 22 percent 

MgO.

Two separate quarries are in operation, one for calcite marble, the 

other a few hundred meters further east, for dolomite marble. Approximately 

11,500 metric tons of dolomite were quarried in 1967, of which 5,900 tons 

were consumed in glass manufacture by the Gristalerfa Peldar S.A. factories 

in Medellfn and &ogot£, the balance in unspecified miscellaneous uses*

Transport from quarry to end-users is by truck 

from Porcecito station to Bogota".

El Jordan

Lenses of dolomitic marble in quartzite occur near the village

to Medellfn, and by railroad

of El Jordan (Plate III, c-11), UO km by road

is a contaminant mineral in much of this material and presumably limits its 

potential for use as conventional dolomite. Reserve is unknown*
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Limestone and calcite marble 
(other than cement raw material)

Subzone II A

Carbonate rock is relatively sparse in II A compared to II B, and 

excluding marble lenses which feed the cement kilns at El Cairo and 

Neira described earlier, is restricted mainly to lenses in quartz-sericite 

schist a few kilometers south of the town of Cocorna, 50 km southeast

of Medellin* The lenses are small, difficult ly accessible, and have\_>-  

little economic potential at present.

Various beds of impure limestone and marl occur locally inter 

calated with Cretaceous and Tertiary clastic sediments, especially in 

Quadrangle J-8, but have small economic potential.

The Neira quarry of Cementos Caldas is a source of industrial
«

quick-lime as well as cement raw material. A small vertical-shaft / 

lime kiln, constructed adjacent to the quarry by Senores Jimenez and*
'*&

MartInez, and fired by diesel oil, has a capacity to produce 187 tons 

per month of bagged quicklime which is used mostly for wall-plaster 

by the construction trade in Manizales.
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Subzone IIB

Reserves of carbonate rock in IIB are very great, measurable in 

billions of tons. In addition to the quarry worked by the eeaftnt j&c&t At 

Hare* five or six small quarries are worked j'or lime north of the town of 

Segovia, 220 km by road northeast of Medellfiu The raw marble is calcined 

in small homemade wood-fired vertical-shaft limekilns to make quicklime, CaO, 

which then is vetted to make slaked lime, Ga (OH)2* ?he latter is trucked 

to Medellin, ground to 100 mesh, bagged and iiold to industries tn Antioquia, 

Caldas, Bisaralda, and Quindlo. Sales of bagged slaked lime are reported 

to range between 500 and 600 metric tons per!month, mostly for water 

purification, agricultural lime, leather-treatment, bleaching and the 

manufacture of chemicals (L, Duque and B. Bran, lime plant owners, oral 

common., 1963)  |

H«w lump marble, mostly from the oclcite marble quarry at Aoalfi 

(mentioned under dolomite), is ground by various jobbers in Medellin and sold 

as whiting and filler in a variety of industries, especially paints and plastics, 

Precise figures are not available, but an estimated 4,500 tons per year are 

consumed in this way. The Peldar glass factory in Medell£n used 6,400 tons 

of calcitic marble from Amalfi in 1967*
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Feldspar 

La Beja

Loceria Colombiana S«A., the largest manufacturer of ceramics in 

Colombia, operates a small quarry in pegmatite enclosed in Paleozoic 

amphibolite, reached by 12 km of narrow dirt road south of La Ceja, which is 

40 km by road southeast of Medell£n« The deposit has not been especially 

studied by IMN. Die pegmatite lens is 10 to 20 meters vide and some tens of 

meters long, extending to an unknown depth and is composed dominantly of 

feldspar with subordinate quartz and museoTite* The feldspar is commonly 

stained with small amounts of the oxides of iron and manganese, which reduces 

it to near-marginal quality for ceramic uses.

One analysis of almost iron-free material, kindly furnished by 

Centrales de Servicio Corona S.A., follows s

Percent

Si02

A1203

Fe2°3

CaO

MgO

Nft20

K20

Loss on ignition

73.00

15.65

.05

1.50

.00

5.00

3.60

.60

Total 99.40



The 73 percent silica in the above analysis contrasts with the 63 

to 66prcent in nest commercial feldspars and suggests that appreciable free 

quartz is present in the material supplied to the ceramic factories. Part

of the potassia is in muscovite,

i 
About 9,000 tons per year are quarried and sorted by hand and

trucked to Hadellfn. Roughly two-thirds of th<» production is consumed in

Looerta's several ceramic plants while most of

talerfa Peldar S.A., glass container factory in Ifedellfn. Small amounts are 

taken by lesser consumers for enamel frit and in miscellaneous filler uses.

Reserves at La Geja are not known but are believed to be adequate 

to serve foreseeable domestic demand for some ;rears to come. La Geja spar 

is not high-grade, but thus far, better alternative sources have not been 

found*

the remainder is sold to Cris-

Other deposits

Pegmatite lenses near La Pintada, 60 

Montebello, 35 km south of Medellfn, have been 

primitive methods on a small scale for several 

importance than the previously described pegma 

of smaller size and inferior quality*

km south of Medellin, and 

exploited sporadically by 

decades but are of lesser 

 ite south of La Ceja because



Geologists of Bffif have located several potentially exploitable peg- 

natite lenses near the eastern margin of planoha a-5 (Plate I) alongside the 

road Id km southeast of Ituango, These white irregular sackform lenses are 

several meters wide and possibly extend both vertically and horizontally for 

several hundred meters. The pegmatite lenses are enclosed in Paleozoic 

gneiss from which they may have been derived during regional metamorphism* 

The pegmatite is coarsely crystalline and is composed of albite with subordi 

nate quartz and nusoovite, and little else.

One sample was analyzed at the laboratory of Centrales de Servicio 

Corona S.A. as follows s

Si02

Al203

Fe203

GaO

MgO

Na 0
2

ly)
Loss on 
ignition

64*4

20.9

.1

2.0

1.3

9.4

.7

.a

Total 99.6
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The analysis shows that the sample is "soda spar" of the commercial

feldspar trade, Cheok samples taken by representatives of Loeeria Golombiana 

S.A. gave results less satisfactory than the!above; however, their samples 

were of surfioial weathered material and fresh material may give better results 

(F.Viertel, geologist for Centrales de Servicio Corona S.A., oral commun.,

1963), Neither Loeeria CoU^mbiana S.A. nor Peldar have shown much interestf
in Ituango feldspar on the grounds that higher haulage costs would make it non- 

competitive with La Geja feldspar; nevertheless, the Ituango pegmatites clearly 

represent a potential resource.
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Tarumal distric

Deposits of talc in mountainous terrane, 14 km by road northeast of 

Yarumal, and 128 km by road north from Medellfn, were investigated intermittently 

from February 1966 to Noveniber 1967 (Hall and Estrada, unpublished data, 

1969)   The deposits have been known and exploited on a small scale at least 

since 1952. Locerla Golombiana S.A., and Institute de Fomento Industrial 

(IFI), an agency of the Colombian government, hold adjacent concessions in 

the area. The IFI concession encompasses the better quality and more conve 

niently located talc bodies. The talc is currently being selectively hand-mined 

and cleaned by local campesinos. Locerfa and other buyers purchase about 

90 metric tons per week of lump talc directly from the miners. Officials of 

IFI have been considering establishment of a mine and benef iciation plant 

to exploit the deposits on a larger scale. The economic feasibility of this 

scheme appears dubious at the present time because the crude talc is of 

inferior quality and the combined costs of beneficiation and transportation 

would make the beneficiated product nonoompetitive on the world talc market; 

the domestic market alone is not large enough to support a plant of economic 

size.



Lenses of sbeatitlzed Mesozoic s erpjentinite occur in a 400-m-wide, 

15 Ion long band of quartz-feldspar-mica auglen gneiss, a member of the Pa 

leozoic Valdivia Group, (Plate I, d-6). Individual talc bodies ange from 

mere seamlets a few centimeters thick to lenses 50 m vide and several 

hundreds of meters long. The larger laic bodies contain inclusions of 

gneiss and vary considerably in purity and degree of steatitization« Chemical 

analyses of hand-sorted and cleaned lump taJ.c from stockpiles follow :
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Talc samples

L 2 Theoretical talc

Si02

MgO

Pe203

FeO

*&3

MhO

CaO

S

Na20-K28

002

H20 +

H2° ~

Dtal

Analyzed

53.75

24.91

4.39

.68

7.24

.12

2.86

n.d.

.72

n.d.

5.15

.17

99.99

at SerYicio

60.10 63.50

29.20 31.70

3.4D

2.30

.71

.05

2.50

.08

n.d.

.28

4.60 4.80

n.d.

103.22 100.00

Minero, Ministerio de Minas y

Analyzed at Tuscaloosa, Alabama laboratory of U.S.2.

Geological studies and data from 12 diamond drill holes (average 

depth 60 meters) made by IMN between November 1966 and November 1967 indicate 

a reserve of 6 million metric tons projected to a depth of 200 m within the 

area studied, and an additional 14 million tons inferred within the 8 km 

extension of the talc zone toward the village of Cedeno, 13 km airline north 

east of Yarumal.
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About half of the 4,500 metric tons produced annually is used in 

saggers and kiln furniture by Locerfa Colombians S.A., and the balance, 

ground to fine powder by Triturados Impalpables S.A. and several smaller 

grinding mills, is used as a filler in paintii, plastics, and rubber goods* 

Small quantities are used in cosmetic and pharmaceutical preparations, in 

cleaning printer rollers at textile plants, (Lusting candies to prevent 

sticking, and in other miscellaneous uses.

The greatest obstacle to expanded production of larumal talc is the 

relatively high iron content which adversely effects both natural and fired 

colors* The iron is chiefly in secondary limonite filas on fractures, and 

in primary accessory chlorite and aotinolite identified in thin section and 

by differential thermal analysis* Preliminary beneficiation tests made by

H.P. LeVan and I.L. Feld, U.S. Bureau of Mines Tuscaloosa Research Laboratory,

show that flotation may reduce total Fe from 

loss in t ailing* The economic feasibility of 

dubious at the present time, in part because

too small to support a plant, and also because processing and transport costs 

almost certainly \ould be too high to allow beneficiated larumal talc to 

compete in the world market. Colombia's industrial base will continue to

grow, with increased demand for talc, and the

be large enough to support a mine and beneficiation plant of economic size*
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Other deposits

Other deposits of talc and talcose material have been reported, for 

example, in plancha e-5 (Plate I), associated with serpentinite near the Las 

Briaas asbestos prospects, and in plancha b-6 (Plate I), associated with 

greenschist at Hacienda Cacagual, along the highway 16 km north of San Andr&s 

de Guerquia* These deposits aret>o small or poor in quality to merit consider 

ation as potential sources of commercial talc.

Decorative stone

Greenschist

A moderate-sized decorative stone industry, Piedra Esmeralda de Co 

lombia, Ltda, is quarrying greenshhist of the Valdivia Group 1 km north of t he 

town of Valdivia, 165 km by road north of Medellln, Rock at the quarry is 

thinly laminated and splits readily into large slabs of fairly uniform thickness, 

Sparse fractures and joints are perpendicular to the lamination of the rock 

and aid quarrying* Blocks are marked out by closely spaced vertical holes 

drilled by hand* The holes are stuffed with straw which is set afire, thermal 

shock causing the block to crack along the line of holes so that it can be 

wedged out from the face, ready for splitting and trimming* This technique is 

slow but has the advantage of preserving blocks intact; no explosives are used* 

Blocks are split parallel to the lamination into slabs of desired thickness, 

then machine-cut and trimmed in a shop adjacent to the quarry, A considerable 

amount of quarry-run rock is trucked to hfedellin for dressing in the company's 

shop* The stone, composed of finely crystalline epidote, chlorite, actinolite, 

and albite, is hard and costly to polish, but some slabs have an specially 

attractive appearance after polishing. About half of the companyf s sales are 

of crude undressed slab,
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The stone is used for facades, patios, interior wall trim, and the 

like* Only a small quantity of polished stone is sold because of its cost. 

Medellln is the main market center, but shipments are made to other parts of 

the country. Desultory attempts to export this material have been unsuccessful. 

Reserves of greenschist are very large in IIA, but material of a quality 

equal to that at the Valdivia quarry is more limited; however, reserves 

appear adequate to support any foreseeable future demand,

Other types of decorative stone

Marble abounds in parts of 13, but little information is available 

about the marketability in Colombia of this marble as a monumental, building 

or decorative stone. Poor accessibility to most of the high-quality marble 

bodies is a handicap to exploitation. Marble chips from the Amalfi and El

Cairo quarries embedded in cement mortar, are

flooring and terrazo tile (baldosas).

Although little used as a decorativa and monumental stone, the 

tonalite of the Antioquian batholith would appear to have potential value in 

these uses because it has the composition, appearance, and texture of similar 

granitic rocks used in buildings and monument} elsewhere in tie world. Zones 

of sound unweathered rock with widely spaced uniform vertical joints should 

produce marketable stone. We have no information on the quality of polish 

which the tonalite will take, nor on the difficulty in polishing. Quarrying 

and dressing would demand the services of experienced technicians and special 

equipment, and a market would have to be assured before establishing a plant,
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Quartz and silica sand 

Vein quartz

One large and several smaller mineral grinding plants in Medellln 

process raw lump milky quartz from various veins and lenses, notably near 

SI Hetiro 30 km south of Madell&u The reins and lenses occur in quartz-seri- 

cite schist correlative with the Valdivia Group and in the Antioquian 

bathe11th, and probably represent fracture fillings by silica-rich hydrothermal 

solutions residual from crystallization of the batholith. The quartz is a 

source of industrial silica. Finely ground, it is used in scouring powders 

and soaps, as a filler in paints, bitumen and as asphalt compounds, and the 

like* The quantity consumed is small, estimated at about 100 tons monthly.
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Silica sand

Gristalerfa Peldar S*A. in Medellfp produces -4,000 tons per 

month of soft-drink and beer bottles, tumblers and assorted glass containers. 

The chief raw material is silica sand, bat sand available in Zone II contains 

excessive iron, and the company must buy most of its sand from sources oat- 

side of Zone II, near Sabana de Torres in the Department of Santander,

requiring a rail haul of 380 km* The Sabana de Torres glass sand is taken
i 

from Holocene alluvium derived from Tertiary1 sandstone (D.E. Ward, written

common., 1963). The superior quality of this sand justifies the costs of 

transport from Santander* In colored glass products where slightly higher 

iron content is not critical, the company economizes by using sand taken 

from poorly consolidated Tertiary sandstone near Titiribf, 60 km by road 

southwest of Medellln. This sand is washed and graded at a small plant

before being trucked to Peldar* Consumption 

tons per month*

is estimated roughly at 150

Mineral grinders and jobbers, such as Triturados Impalpables S.A., 

also use sand from Titiribf to be processed as foundry molding sand, filtering 

agent in water-purifying plants, and miscellaneous uses. Precise figures are 

not available but consumption in these uses Ls estimated to average about 

400 tons per month.
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Canister for silica brick

The Brecos ("Empresa de Refractarios Golonibianos S.A, 11 ) refractories 

plant in Medellfn makes about 10 tons per month of silica brick using sand 

from Titiribf. A potential source of good quality ganister is the Cretaceous 

quartz-pebble conglomerate near Analfi (Plate II, a-3). Massive beds as much 

as 5 m thick are composed almost wholly of pebbles of white quartz 1 to 4 cm 

in diameter in a tough silica matrix* Chemical analyses are not available, 

but Si02 content Is visually estimated at not less than 95 percent and the 

white color suggests a very low iron content. Tests are needed to evaluate 

this material as ganister, but probably it would prove suitable for making 

silica brick*

Quartz crystals

Singewald (1950, p. 175-177) describes potential sources of optical 

and piezo-electric quartz crystals in Colombia* Two occurrences in Zone II 

are mentioned, one at Santa Maria, 6 km east-northeast of Maceo, the other 

at Frontino Gold Mines Ltd. near Segovia*. He says "*.... at Santa Marfa the 

deposit proved to be too small.,, and at Segovia large clear crystals were 

much too scarce, for either locality to be regarded as a potential source*..* 

(Singewald, 1950, p. 176). No other localities of high-grade quartz crystals 

were found in Zone II*
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Asbestos 

La Solita-Las Brisas

All asbestos (ohyysotile) occurrences in the zone are in IIA. 

The largest is at La Solita-Las Brisas in planeha e-5, (Plate I), 10 km 

north of Campamento, and has been known aince before 1944. Canadian 

Johns-Manville Co. Ltd. carried out an exploration and evaluation program 

from 1952 to 1953, including geologic mapping, ground magnetometer surreys, 

test pitting and diamond drilling. Later, in 1964, another company, Nicolet 

Industries Inc., with executive offices in Ambler, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. 

acquired an interest in the concession with Colombian partners, Asbestos 

Colombianos Ltda. First-phase exploration drilling was completed in March 

1967, proving an estimated 2.5 million tons of rock with recoverable fiber content 

of 5 percent, mostly Quebec-classification Groups 4 and 5, based on 5 drill

holes aggregating 1,200 m depth (H. Harris, 

Industries Inc., written common., September

exploration manager,Nicolet 

1963). The deposit is designated

"Las Brisas" by Nicolet to distinguish it from "La Solita," the name originally

applied by Canadian Jbhns-Manville Co. Ltd* 

creeks which drain the asbestos-bearing zone).

(both names are tkken from
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In May 1967 a limited airborne magnetometer survey was made 

over this area and other selected serpentinite targets in the region; however, 

results of this survey are not known at Mf. The 14 Ion access road was 

improved and diamond drilling resumed at Las Brisas in mid-1963. Early 

in 1969 a total of 11 additional holes had been completed, aggregating 1,800 

m depth, of which 330 m were in serpentinite oontaining about 4 percent of 

silky to semi-harsh chrysotile fiber, suitable for a broad range of asbestos 

products (H. Harris, written common., February 1969), No estimate of the 

additional proved reserve is available; exploration drill ing is continuing.

According to Harris, the Las Brimas body comprises a stockuork of 

cross-fiber chrysotile veinlets 1 to 20 on wide in a zone that strikes north 

west and dips about 45° SW., in a strongly sheared serpentinite mass of the 

same strike.

Nioolet Industries, Inc. and its associates, Asbestos Colombianos 

Ltda. have applied to the Government of Colombia for permission to open a 

mine and construct a mill to produce 25,000 tons per year of finished fiber, 

the greater part of which is to be used in asbestos cement products, an industry 

now dependent upon imported fiber. A small amount of short fiber not 

marketable in Colombia may be exported (H. Harris, oraj. commun., June 1969).
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Other asbestos prospects. ChrysotiJLe asbestos prospects of 

lesser potential are known at Las Nievee (Plate I, d-4), and El Bdfalo 

(Plate I, e-3). These are generally similar to Las Brisas but access is 

poorer and the deposits are more limited in extent and lover in fiber content. 

Quality, however, is suitable for asbestos cement products* Both were explored 

by Canadian Johns-Manville Co. Ltd. in 1952-53. The prospects are in isolated 

serpentinite bodies as shown on Plate I.

Canadian Johns-Manville also explored 

"La Polca" about 1.5 ton north of La Solita-Las 

the R£o San Jose*. However, this lies within 

La Solita-Las Brisas and may be considered a

a fourth prospect designated 

Brisas, on the north side of

same serpentinite body as 

continuation of the same deposit.

the

Other asbestos prospects of small to negligible potential have 

been reported 8 km due east of Sabanalarga (Plate I, a-3), and 2 km north of 

Briceno (Plate I, c-5). The Sabanalarga prospocts, although apparently very

small, contain fiber of fair quality. That at

antigorite (picrolite) along slickensided surfaces.

Briceno is merely fibrous
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Wollastonite

Wollastonite, CaSiOo, has come into prominence in the United States 

as an industrial mineral since 1949, especially as a ceramic raw material in 

fired floor and wall tiles, and in the manufacture of rock .wool* It is not 

a rare mineral, but exploitable deposits are scarce. The principal commercial 

operations are at Willsboro, New York and Blythe, California (Ladoo, I960).

Geologists of the IMN investigated deposits of vollastonite vest 

and southwest of Maceo (Plate II, c-7), from August to October 1965 by means 

of large-scale geologic mapping and 5 shallow (20 m avge) diamond drillholes* 

The program was handicapped by poor core recovery (NeVtor Castro, unpub. data, 

1966)« Similar wollastonite deposits at San Jose* del Nus, a few kilometers 

south of the drilled area, were exploited sporadically on a small scale for 

several years prior to 1966. The wollastonite at both sites is of contacts 

metamorphic origin in irregular lenses and seams in locally quartzose calcite 

marble roof pendants near the eastern margin of the Antioquian batholith. 

The drilling indicated a reserve of 16,000 tons of wollastonite-rich rock as 

seams, mostly less than a meter thick, in quartzitic calcite marble host 

in an area less than one hectare, on the southwest bank of Quebrada La Calera, 

4 lot west of Maceo.
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Wollastonite at San Jose* del NUB had been used between 1963 and

19669 interchangeably with marble with which it is associated, as decorative

chips in cold-process cement-base mosaic or terrazo floor tiles* The quarries 

have been virtually abandoned since 1966 because the terrazo tile company found 

it more economical to use marble chips from Amalfi and El Cairo* The wollas- 

tonite was never used as a fired ceramic raw material.

locatingThe prospects are favorable for 

indicated by IMN drilling if uses as a ceramic 

for the wollastonite near San Jose* and Maceo. 

sources of wollastonite are known in Colombia

reserves greater than those 

raw material could be developed 

No other potentially exploitable

Andalusite in schists

Andalusite (A^O-^.SiC^, together ;rith its polymorphs, kyanite and 

sillimanite is used in the manufacture of artificial mullite refractories and 

electrical procelains. Andalusite of regional metamorphic origin is particularly 

common in Zone II as sericitized porphyroblants 0.5 to 1 cm in diameter and

2 or 3 cm long, in quartz-sericite schist in 

in IIB, and in planchas a-4, b-5» b-6, c-3, < 

Only rarely are the porphyroblasts fresh and 

andalusite is of little economic value«

planchas a-1 and a-3, Plate II, 

t-4, e-1, e-2, Plate I, in HA. 

not sericitized* Sericitized
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Placer andalusite at El Bagre

Extensive piles of sand and gravel tailing from gold dredging 

operations in the H£o Nechl at SI Bagre in northeastern IIB contain rounded 

water-worn crystals of relatively fresh andalusite. Less than 1 percent, 

perhaps less than 0.25 percent, of the tailing is andalusite, but if an eco 

nomic extraction process could be developed, a large reserve exists dissemina 

ted in the millions of tons of dredge tailing along this reach of the H£o 

Nechf.

Erploitability

The present potential domestic market for high-alumina refractory 

raw materials such as andalusite is estimated to be only a few hundreds of 

tons annually, far too small to support a mine and beneficiation plant at 

any of the known deposits, either in metamorphic rocks or in alluvium* 

Extraction and transportation costs would be too high to allow competition 

with known high-grade sillimanite and kyanite sources elsewhere in the world. 

The andalusite deposits of Zone II must be considered as a "potential" 

resource with little chance of commercial exploitation in the foreseeable 

future.
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Bauxite

Bauxite has been reported in small deposits near 
Llanos de Cuiva (Plate I, c-8), 80 lot by road north of 
Hedellfn (Singewald, 1950, p. 90). The most favorable 
of these was investigated by geologists of JLMN with a 
series of 30 auger holes from 1.5 to 4m deep (Londono, 
unpub* data, 1966). Kaolinitic saprelite 1 to 4 m thick, 
derived from weathering of the Ai.tioqnian batholithf local 
ly contains as much as 15 percent of gibbsite sporadically 
disseminated as nodules 2 to 20 cm across and as veinlets 
0.1 to 1 cm wide* The erode material contains from 17 
to 28 percent Al^O* and as much s.s 68 percent of silica* 
One sample analyzed by X-ray had an approximate mineralo- 
gical composition of 50 percent quartz, 40 percent 
metahalloysite (?), and 5 percent gibbsite (D. Paetsch, 
written common., 196?)  Fist-ai:;ed nodules of gibbsite 
may contain as much as 54 percent Al^O^o However, the 
average tenor of gibbsite in the;sandy clay saprolite is 
estimated to be only 5 percent. |The low tenor of gibbsite 
and the thin patchy character of!the saprolite mantle 
preclude economic exploitation*
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